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ABSTRACT 

This field study report covers three major areas: 

1 . the general signifi cance of using literature in 

advanced Chinese ~FL class 

2. the approach to literature in the language classes 

3 , criteria for the selection of texts for advanced 

Chinese SFL learners 

The general significance of using literature in 

advanced EFL classes is that 1) l ite rature has human re-

levance in that literature broadens the mind and promotes 

personal development; 2 ) literature provides a useful 

vehicle for teaching se cond language skills; 3) ~ide 

reading in literature will help in developing communicative 

competence, because literature proviies knowlad~e about 

culture and examples of langua~e i~ discourse. 

In searching for an ideal ap proach to incorporating 

literature into languag9 teac~ing , a thematic a;proach to 

A~stralian literature is proposed, the advanta~ss of which 

hav e been ~is cussed in detail . A sample of a thematic 

unit on 11 images of woman in early Allstralian litarature 11 

illustrates how to use a thematic approach in China's soc ial 

context . 'Thi s study argues for th~ inclusion of poetry 

its lin~uistic and cultural values. A sa~ple :~sson on 

Finally, the study points o~t tia~ et~i~a: values, 

. j 
,l 
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student interest, and the background knowledge required 

should be the main concerns in selecting texts for 

advanced Chinese learners. A list of suggested texts in 

thematic grouping is given. 

, .. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The position of literature in China's foreign language 

curriculum has undergone several ups and dawns. 

In the early 50 1 s, not long after the founding of the 

People 1 s Republic of China, literary studies in English 

language curriculum were excluded because of political 

needs. 

In the mid 50 1 s, from 1956 to be exact1 English 

language teaching went to the other axtre~e. Eeavy 

emphasis was put on literary studies. The students had to 

study the history of British literature as well ~s selected 

readings of writers of different periods in British l i t -

eratu.re. In this type of Engl i sh course, the l iterary 

classics Ot~ t·-n',:, 7 ano-•l"' :r 0 ( s1 10 'n a<s ... ...,. --- ~ - "'"""b ·-...., \,, v\, "-' l- t>J Chaucer, Shakespeare, 

~i l ton and Dickens etc) were imposed on the students 

without much thought as to hew muc h such studies were of 

use. The students' reading and writin~ skills benefited, 

but their actual communicative skil~s were so poor tha t 

they could nei~her understand nor speak to a ~at i ve speaier 

when they were spoken to. The y wer e frequent l y r ef erred t o 

3.S udeaf and mute in .. 9.. f,)rei n lan~uage . 11 
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culum were under severe attack. Heavy emphasis on 

1 i tera ture was la b,::lled 11 tea,~hing language through 

literature 11 , and literary studies faded into the back-

ground. 

In most universities and language institutes, however, 

literature was still kept in the language curriculum but 

as a means ta enlarge the students 1 knowledge, not as a 

means to improve their linguistic competence. 

During the turmoil of the cultural revolution,foreign 

literature, together with other products of superstructure, 

was ls.belled 11 feudali.s~, capi tal: .. st; and revisionist rubbis:1 11 

and thrown inc.o :.he ?'sarbage 8in 11
• In fact, the educa-

tion of the whole country was arrested until 1972. 

In the 70 1 s, especially froill 1972 to 1978, the audio-

lingual teaching approach found i~ way into China. This 

approach was popular in China for quite a few years, 

because it seemed ta b0 p~rti~ularly suited to tje condi-

tions in China in those years. At that time, the students, 

who needed not pass any kind Jf entrance examination to 
. 

enter tertiary education, had a very low literacy level 

in their first language. The 1uration of tertiary educa-

tion was three years. The students needed all their ti~e 

and attention ' . . . ' 

to acquire ~ne nos~ basic s~ills 

- ,.., vv 

of a sec-

studies in t~e targe~ l ~guage at all. 3 lJBS, :n ~nose 
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literature was still regarded as 11 c: api tal is t rubbish" , so 

it would not be included in the language curriculum. 

1977 marked a turning point in China 1 s educational 

history. After ten years,the university entrance examination 

was once again restored. The Ministry of Education of 

China decided that tertiary education should be extended 

to four years. The four years of education are divided 

into two periods: the first two years of education is 

called the basic course; the last two years constitute 

the advanced course. The students, who have passed the 

nation 1 s University entrance examination, have already a 

basic command of English before they start tertiary 

education. 

Towards the end of 1979, a team of four specialists 

sponsored by the U.S. International Communication Agency 

visited China for the purpose of surveying English teaching 

in China. They wrote a report on their survey. This is 

how J. Ronayne Cowan et al (1979:467) des~ribed the 

English level of the incoming students at Peking Teachers 1 

University : 

11 
••• the students fror71 middle schoo l s ~~"ill enter 

tertiary· institutions with a back2round in ~n~lish ~ramrnar 
(basic slructure, tense) and pron~nciation, a;ility~to read 
simplified materials, a vocabulary of 1 , 500 words, and 
ability to converse about daily life. 11 

The description is accur~te. ?his i3 about t~e 

averag~ level of Sngli3h r91ui~e : of any studanta ~ho want 

· o enter univ~r -ity ~ 



The students enrolled a fte r 1 977 are entirely different 

from those who were enrolled during 1972-1976 without 

entrance examination. The days are gone when the t ertiary 

English major starts from A.B. C. 

In the first two years' basic course , the students 

r e ceived most intensive training in the four communicative 

skills : listening , speaking, reading, and writing. The 

hours for English study vary from sc hool to school , but 

14 hour s per week is about t he average amount for most 

Engl ish major students in the basic course . There are two 

terms in one year . Each term has a bout 20 weeks. So after 

the two - year basic course, the students have reached a 

fairly high level of linguis tic competence . 

The following is what Cowan et al quoted 1n their 

survey as being the specific goal for the two-year basic 

course in Peking Teachers ' aniversi ty : 

Listening: 

a. Understand mater ial at the level of The Turners 
(British) recorded at normal sceed . 

b. Understand IT ord inary s De ec h: ' recorded bv native 
speakers of Enilish as.well as foreign ~ew s 
b d + • ,- -i • l roa cas u in ~n~ _1sn . 

c . Take d i ctation (read 3 ti~es) selected from 
known material with no more than 5% errors . 

Speaking: 

a . Conduct conversations on dai l y and political life 
expressing ideas a~propr iately. 

b . Hold discussions based on t exts used . 

4. 

c . Make improvised thre e minutes speechs on.-tsxt 
mat erial s using corre~~ Jrammar ~nd pronunciat icn , 

:. ·:., • .=...,.~ 



Reading: 

a. Understand article (of meaium difficulty) from 
f' . ~ I,-, 1· t..' d ~ore:1-gn .1anguage \11.ng isnJ newspapers an 
magazines. 

b, Understand original texts (of medium difficulty) 
written by native speakers of English. 

c, Read with 70% comprehension less difficult article 
at the rate of 60-70 words per minute. 

Writing: 

a. Write a summary of written or spoken ~aterials in 
standard English, 

b. Write a 300-400 word essay within 2 hours. 

In fact, most students have reached a higher level of 

English in most tertiary institutions, but this at least 

gives us a basic idea of tha studentsr linguistic competenc e 

after a two-year basic course in English. It is obvious 

that in the advanced course, pattern drills, situational 

drills, mim-mem and other techniques which worked so well 

~ith the students in the previous years can no longer 

satisfy these students 1 needs for further improvement in 

their linguistic and communicative competence. Great 

changes have taken place since 1980 in EFL teaching in 

China. Some tertiary institutions, especially some ~ajar 

universities and language institutes where the language 

teaching level on the whole is higher than in ordinary 

colleges and universities, have once again begun to include 

literary studies in the EFL program. The following is a 

table which summarises the situation of literature teaching 

in EFL program i~ 5 tertiary ~nstitutions during the period 

l930-l98l. 

5. 
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Name of 0<.;hool 

Tianjin Foreign 

Languages 

Institute 

NakiHg 

University 

X.ian Foreign 

Languu..ges 

1nstitut:.e 

Yu N&n Un:i.versjty 

II ci Bed Univers i Ly 

t'tJii:i ti on of' 

Liter1:J.turu in 

EF'L teae}~j ng 

a separatEl 

co1..n·r~ e 

a. separate 

course 

a separa t e 

course 

a separate 

course 

Part of a 
readJ.ng eourse 
in the language 
:c Ul' r i cu 1 um 

Na.Hit-J Ul 

Com pulsor , 

LiteraLui·s:: 

Cours0 

American 
Literature 

British 
Li ter-ci ture 

American 
Literature 

British 
Literature 

American 
Lite1·uture 

Brlti~h 
Literature 

Arn01·ican 
Li • erature 
- - - .... .... 

British 
Literature 

Cover son1e 
aspecL.: of both 
American and 
British 
Literature. 

Contaet hour 

per i,.rnek 

2 - 4 hours 

2 - 4 hours 

I+ hours 

/4 hours 

:2 hours 

2 hours 

2 hours 

:~ hours 

!. hours 

Duration of 

the Cour::ie 

one year 

one year 

one year 

one year 

one yea r 

one year 

1~ year 

one year 

1 
2 year 



Professor Wu Qian Zhi (1980:1-7) expresses his 

delight in the great changes teaching in the la3t 

few years and says that 11 the spring!! of literature in the 

EFL courses in China has come at last. 

It seems that the pendulum has swung back, However, 

there is still scepticism about teaching literature in EFL 

classes in China among ~any people. Literature still does 

not have its legitimate place in some tertiary institutions. 

Some people are influenced by the theory of modern 

linguists that language is primarily speech. They believe 

that the basic purpose of teaching a language is to impart 

practical communicative skills. They think that literature 

is irrelevant to language learning, or an unnecessary luxury. 

~ery often they are those peofle who are still keen on the 

audio-lingual approach or those ~ho are keen on a ~edified 

version of the audio-lingual approach. 

Some people agree that students can learn 3o~e literature 

in the advanced course since there ia not any grammar to 

teach or any pattern drills to do, but they regard literature 

as a kind of substitute for the pattern drills in the basic 

course. They want to put emphasis in literary studies on the 

forms of language. 

Others are afraid that the inclusion af lit rature in 

~FL teaching will cause a slip back to the traditiopa l type of 



r 

of literature in the EFL progra~. 

Having been an EFL teacher for many years, I am 

strongly for the inclusion of 1iterature in EFL programs in 

China, especially in the advanced course, Literature can be 

used both as a means to increase the studentsr knowledge and 

to improve their linguistic competence; however, the trad-

itional type of English course in China, which put heavy 

emphasis on the literary classics of the language without 

considering the students' communicative needs, and which was 

taught in the first language and in the teacher-centred way , 

should definitely be ruled out of the EFL classes. In this 

study, I wiil focus on the following three major areas: 

1. the general significance of using literature in 

advanced EFL classes in China. 

2. the approach to litarature in the language class. 

3. the criteria for the selection of materials for 

advanced Chinese learners of English. 

Ht3re, "ad\r.anced lea.r!1.ers" refers to the third a.i.1d 

fourth year English major students in tertiary institutions. 

11 Literatu:- e " refers to creative writing. In exemplifying 

8. 

how prose fiction and poetry can best be used in SFL teaching, 

I will use mainly Australian literature. 

' ;, 
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RELEVANCE OF LITERATUR~ IN EFL TEACHING 

2.1 Language and Literature 

Should literature be part of an EFL curriculum? To 

answer this question, we may start with the relationship 

between literature and language. 

Language is a means of social communication . 

involves a wide range of activities and references . 

T-'- v 

It 

can be subdivided into various areas according to the 

function . Halliday (1973) has oointed out the various 

pur?oses language serves: lang~age fer g9tting things done ; 

language for controlling others; language for getting on 

with people; language for expressing pe r sonality; lang uage 

for finding things out ; language for imaginative purpo3es ; 

language for conveying inforcation ; and so on . One fun ction 

of language is to provide ~njoy~ent , and i n the written 

rn dium , l itarature fa l la into this ;atagory . Li tera tu r e , 

therefore , has a legitimate place in the total realm of 

, D ,,, \f ., / 7 Qr,/ ,-. t,' 1 4--' 
..L ='- n g u age • : r or es so r ,'. o o a. y 1. .,_ , · f o : ,(_ exp res 3 e 3 , .rn s re.;. a ., 1. on -

s:1ip when he says : !!Literature occupies a territory of some 

? , L . 3il1ows r196S : 217, s.ls.., 33.JS : 11 
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Literature is part of language and an important part 

at that, because literature is usually language used at its 

best. W. S. Fowler (1971:84) once said: "Literature means 

anything which is well written j_n the language." Raymond 

Chapman (197.3:5) says: "By definition, literature is the art 

of the uses of la.nguage. 11 The literature of a culture or 

a nation usually represents the highest level of linguistic 

performance. The works of Cao Xue Qin and Lu Hsun, for 

example, represent the highest level of the Chinese language. 

By the same token, the works of Shakespeare, Dickens and 

Hardy are representative of the highest level of expression 

in the English language. 

Literature is an important part of language . As 

Carl. A, Lefevre (1970: 63) says , language and literature 

are forever wedded and bonded together: what is good far one 

is good for the other . The teachin of language and 

literature in ~FL programs is often i nterdependent. The 

interdependence of language and literature in TEFL arises in 

two ways. First, mastering another language means far mere 

than just knowing its so~nds, ~ords, and the per• issible 

sequences in which those sounds and wards can occur . A 

thorough mastery ~ , or a .1.a!lguage for practical communication 

with real understanding demands the knowledge of that 

language in its various forms and functions, including 

literature. Chattopaihyay (1983:37) coints out tha~ 

- -
.:. S'i'3J. 



everyday communication n bazaar Englishr', ~nglish for 

market. A sacond source of interdependence is that 

literature provides interesting, meaningful materials fer 

teaching a second language. Tricia Evans (1982:66) says: 

11 English teaching divorced from literature is often dull, 

flat and mechanical.'' John Dixon (1972:13) expresses a 

similar opinion. He says language is l8arnt in operation, 

11. 

not by dummy runs. Students meet to share their encounters 

with life; literature, by bringing new voices into the class-

room, adds to the store of shared experience. 

Since literature is an important part of language, and 

~3 ir:~e the teaching of language and l it ra t ure , . ' .. l . ..3 1n"er-

dependent in EFL, then surely literat ure has a legitimate 

place in a language curriculum. 

2,2 Literature and EFL Learners 

2. 2 .1 "the human relevar1c ett 

The inclusion of literat ure in SFL has the benefit 

of enabling EFL learners to have a chance to learn the 

target language used at best and most beautiful. 

Literature also has, as in the ~ord s o f 3ans ? . Guth 

(1973:193), 11 broadenin~ and humanizing potential", wnic h 

he calls "the human relevance of li t,~rature 11
• What he 

:neans by 11 broadening fO t ential" is t ha:. literature takes 

the students beyond their own narrow range f observation , 

outside of wha t is a l r a d y f a ~iliar t o the m. Of the 

!? h u .. manizin.g pot 2nti:1l!' n8 \•;r :it\:·) .3: nij.eally ., i:n.s..gina t iv :~ 

: ~tarature helps our 
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capable of sympathy, more a ware of the range of human 

possibility." 

In discussing the objectives of the inclusion of 

literature in ESL program, Thomas K. Adeyanju (1978:134) 

points out two kinds of objectives: long term and short 

~erm. What he calls long term objectives is in fact the 

human relevance of literature. ~e says that literature 

Gan help ESL learners in 11 th e de <relopmen t of the ability 

to think intelligently, maturely, and responsibly 11 • The 

opinion that literature has a broadening and humanizing 

potential is shared by many other western educators. 

For example, Professor Moody (1976:7-13) points out that 

literature can help ESL learners in the development of 

perception, intellect, feelings, social awareness and 

character. 

Some Chinese EFL teachers are aware of t his positive 

potential of literature. For e xample, in 1980, when there 

were signs that literature ~ould come back to Chi nese EFL 

classes after over 10 y9a~s of absence, Wu ~ian Zhi wrote 

th,3 article !!Li te:::ature in For,~ign Language Pro5 ram 11 

(1980:1-7), in which he strongly arg ued for the inclusion of 

literature. He says that literature can help the EFL learne r s 

to increase knowledge, train logical thinking, cultivate 

emotions, and develop aesthetic appreciatiJn. 3owever, 

some people in China have ve r y n egative attitud 3 towards 

t h.i~3 influe nce of li e :rg,tu r · . They believ-3 t!1at -: .. e lit e r-

~tur9 of we stern countries ca n pr oauc e unheal t hy e ffects 



on the moral and intellectual development of the young 

generation. This explains the exclusion of literature in 

the early years of the founding of the People's Republic 

of China and in the years of the cultural revolution. 

This attitude towards the literature of western countries 

is based on prejudice and bias. It is true that there is 

good literature and bad literature. The criteria for 

selecting texts for Chinese 2F1 learners will be discussed 

in the last chapter of this thesis. There is good liter-

ature that has most positive broadening and humanizing 

potential. The exclusion of literature from EFL programs 

on the ground that some western literature may have a 

:iegative infl:ience tc) :ieprj_ e learner·s of 

valuable learning experience, as well as the main access to 

western culture open ~o them. 

2.2.2 EFL Learner 1 s Interest and Motivation 

In recent years, there has been a tremendous change 

in the Chinese EFL learners 1 ~otivation to learn English. 

Ding Wang Dao 1 s (1982:50) annual work report of ~he ?eking 

Foreign Languages Institute gives us some indication of 

this change. 120 English major students graduated from 

the institute in February, 1981, Before graduation, they 

were required to write B.A.theses, They were free to choose 

the research area according to their interest, The following 

table from Di~g Wang ~eo 1 s the resea:--ch 

area of the 120 theses: 



research a.rea 

World history 

American history 

sociology,economy,journalism 

British literature 

American literature 

Chinese literature 

translation, linguistics 

number of .,_' 0neses 

10 

35 

18 

22 

28 

2 

5 

From this table, we can see that 50 out of 120 

students selected British or American literature fo r the 

topics of their B.A. theses in English. That makes up 

41 .6% of the graduands of the English Department. 

7 /. - ..,. . 

Concluding his report, Ding Wang Dao says that the students' 

theses show clearly their achievement in the language, and 

their area of interest. He al20 says that the students' 

interest has implications for our design of curriculum in 

' ' ... ' -c,ne i.UT,Ure. 

The high rate of interest in literature of western 

countries among English ~a·J·or students in The Peking 
' •• ::., I ,";> 

Foreign Languages Institute appears representatiie. The 

reason is very clear . '.,/ i th + ,,..., 
,.,, -~ .I. more O?en door policy 

alopted by the government, the students are not satisfied 

wjth what they already know around t~ 3elves. They have 

a strong desire to learn about the rest of the world . 

Literature offers the m t~e ~a~n 09portunity to learn about 

western culture and broade~ th ir vie~ , si~ce o cer ac:es . 

. till very limited in 
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The research work acne by Zhang Shau Juan, another 

Chinese M.A. student int.he (' j... ~ ~ 
v.~.1 •. A • .!..1 .. (Canberra College of 

Advanced Education) shows that there is a very high per

centage of Chinese EFL learners who study English with 

what may be called '1 in tegra ti ve motivation 11 ( H. Douglas 

Brqwn 1980:114), because her research results indicate 

that a high percentage cf English major students claim 

that they want to learn English because they ~ant to be 

able to read about and ~nderstand western culture. 

Unfortunately, few foreign language institutions 

have done any research to investigate students' • J.. ' lnt.,erest. 

and to find implications far curriculum design. For 

example, in this area, The PeRing Second Foreign Languages 

Institute, where I work, has never done any kind of serious 

research. The same is true of many other foreign language 

institutions. This explains why some Chinese EFL teachers 

are still unaware of this change in studenta 1 interest 

and motivation in learning ~nglish, and why those teachers 

are still keen on mechanical drills and 

neglect the human relevance of literature. 

2.J Literature and Second Language 3kills 

Literature has linguistic relevance in that i~ prov1aes 

a useful vehicle for teaching and practising second lang-

uage skills. This is, however, a cantrov ·rsial isau8. 

Sarne teachers believe that literature can contribut 

nothing to students 1 se~ nd lan ·~~ -e siil~s . ~hi3 ~: tha 



2.3.1 Problems in Traditional Literature Courses in 

the EFL Program in China 

John Povey strongly supports the inclusion of 

literature in the ESL curriculum. In his article 

"Literature in TESL Program: The Language and the Curri

culum" (1972:185-191), he lists several important 

16. 

arguments: for the inclusion of literature in ESL curri-

culum. He gives oriority to lanzua2e skills. He says: 

"literature will increase all language skills, 
because literature will extend linguistic knowledge by 
giving evidence of extensive and subtle vocabulary usage, 
and complex and exact syntax.rr (P. 187) 

(This a~ticle first appeared in TESOL Quarterly in 1967, 

and reappeared in the book rrteaching English as a Second 

Languagen edited by Allen and Campbell, and published in 

1972) 

John Povey's statement was later attacked by Donald 

M. Topping (1968:95-100). ae comments that John Povey's 

statement is based on some very wrong assumptions. He 

points out that literature at best can only improve reading 

skills, it has no effect on other skills at all. This is 

~{hat he said: 

rrA t best, reading may impr-ove our reaaing ski.lls, 011t 
its effect on one 1 s own speaki~g, listening and writing 
s~ills will be nil. 11 (~. 97) 

This was quite true of what nappened in the tradi-

tional type of English course. This is tie mos~ important 

... 
i.,,, •• inclusion af litaratur 0

• ; ba . e t~eir argu~ent 



traditional type of literature course; such courses 

produced only "deaf and mute in English11 , who had a very 

poor ability in listening and speaking in English. A 

close examination of the teaching approach will reveal 

real problem. 

In the traditional type of English course in Chi~a, 

reading of difficult classical texts was oegun very early, 

even before the students had mastered the four basic 

communicative skills. The reading texts were almost 

exclusively works of literary giants , such as Milton, 

2hakespeare, and Dickensi the language of which is very 

different from modern, everyday English. The classroom 

technique was monotonous; it was always lecture, lecture, 

lecture. Literature was taught in an entirely teacher-

centred approach. Jhat 1s more, very often, the lectures 

were given in Chinese. In such a course , the students 

did not even have a chance to speak, or to hearths 

target language. the students araduallY 
C) V 

be came 11 deaf and mute in E:nglis h 11 
, because they were not 

given a chance to practise listening and speaking skills. 

The only skill that did improve was their reading skill . 

!iis proves Donald M. Topping right. This type of litera-

ture course in ~FL should definitely be ruled out of our 

~anguage classes. 

2 .3.2 Literature as a Useful Vehicle in Teachin-

1 7. 
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EFL program, we have to recognize that not all language 

skills will improve automatically as a result of studyin~ 

literature. However, in skilful hands, literature can 

become a useful vehicle for teaching second language skills. 

2.3.2.1 Reading Skills 

The benefit of literature to the students' reading 

skills is obvious. The best way to improve reading skills 

is to read. In their two-year basic course, the students 

have studied texts arranged in a sequence of increasing 

difficulty and have mastered the 

Literary ,-1orks provide them with 

basic reading skills. 

s 
a 2hance to practise and 

foster the reading skills they have developed in the basic 

course. 

2.3.2.2 Writing Skills 

Good literary works can be used as a model for 

students' writing. As John Dixon (1972:J) says: 

11 
••• the great writers would offer a variety of models on 

1-Ihi(~h the pupils I writt~~g could be based. 11 T!1e teaching 

of reading skills and writing skills car. a l wa 'IS ., go nand 

in hand in second language teaching . 

As William H. Evans and Jerry L. ialker (1969:59-69) 

. . + .. . po1nv OUv in +. . vneir book , in analyzing the literary texts, 

the 3tudents gain insight into the writer ' s craft. The 

·ceac:lerrs job, theref:Jra, i.3 to help the students -:0 

understand the writer I s trea t,;n;c;nt of forc.1, content,. use 

f language, ?rovid _ the~ ~ith appropriate writing tas~s 

nd guide them to a~piy ~hat they have learned to t heir 
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o ,rn writing . 

From my own experience of teaching American literature 

to advanced EFL learners in The Peking Second Foreign 

Languages Institute, I find that with careful guidance, 

most students can apply what they have learned , the 

style an~ techniques,to their own writing and they enjoy 

this imitation very much . 

At the same time , a careful teacher can design and 

organize different kinds of writing exercises around the 

literary works the students nave studied . 

Sheila Schwartz 1979:29-31) su~~ests two kinds of 

~~iting eiercises around l iterary texts: 

1) rewrite part of the story in a different person 

narrator; 

2) write one more cnap~er, adding either to the 

beginning or the end of a novel they have read 

by using their imaginati on. 

Thes~ two kinds of ~riting exercises are no t beyond 

advanced EFL learners 1 ability. If well organized, t hey 

can be very interesting wr iting exercises for t he s t udents. 

In addition, there are many other kinds of wri t ing exercis e s 

which we can introduce , su~h as the writing of synopsis of 

-tory , outlin of a 3t ry, bri e f description 

characters, e~ - ay wri t ng , changing narra ~ivc textJ i n t o 

ia ]_ogue .for~ , r v n 9rodu c ing 2t ories 
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2.J,2.3 Listening and Speaking Skil~s 

The students' listening and speaking skills may not 

benefit as much as reading and writing skills in the 

20. 

literature course. However, tha literature course in the 

EFL program is different from the literature course in 

the first language. Multi-sensory activities and a student-

centered teaching approach must be adopted, which will 

help the students to develop and foster their listening 

and speaking skills as well. 

Discussion should be an important part in teaching 

literature, whether teaching poetry or prose fiction. 

Through discussions. t~a students can explore the possible 

interpretations of a poem, or deepen their understanding 

of the underlyi~g theme of a novel. It is important that 

all discussions should be held in the target language. 

Other activities such as questions and answers, role plays, 

formal debate, recitation contest can be organized. By 

taking an active part in all these activities, the students' 

self-expression in the language will improve. 

Many famous poems, short stories and novels have 

been recorded by professional readers or actors. The 

teacher should make use of them and arrange for the students 

to listan to such tapes, Many famous literary works have 

bean made into films or T.V. se~ies, The teacher should 

incorporate the films and video tapes of literary works 

into the literature course. Al~ost every ~?L learner is 

xeen en seeing a fi min th~ t rget ~an~ua~e. 3y ~fferin~ 



such opportunities, the teacher not only stimulates the 

students' 'interest in learning English, but also gives 

them a chance to practise their listening skills. In 
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this way, literature can also contribute to the improvement 

of the students' listening and speaking skills. 

This opinion that through multi-sensory activities 

and student-centred teaching approach, literature can 

contribute to EFL learne~s 1 language skills is shared by 

many educators, For example, Thomas K. Adenyanju (1978 : 

7 3o.,) _ says:. 

11 Listenino- to the teacher reading literature or to 
0 ' 

tapes or records, participating in the discussions that 
literature always stimulates in the classt and dramatization, 
should improve the student's listening and speaking skills." 

The same opinion can be found in Professor Moodyrs 

(1976:7) book. He points out that through different 

activities, literature can help students to improve four 

basic communicative skills. 

In short, literature provides EFL teachers with a 

11seful vehicle <' .Lor teaching second language skills, 

especially reading and writing skills. Experience in EFL 

teaching indicates that the four language skills are often 

inter-related. For examola, growth in oracv, particularlv 
._ -..J' ,cJ V 

in depth and quality, is partially dependent on development 

in reading and writing. If literature is appropriately 

taught in EFL classes, its impact en the learners 1 _general 

co~mand of language is undeniable. 
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2.4 Literature and Cross Cultural Communication 

Modein trend in L2 teaching emphasizes communicative 

competence and discourse analysis, Literature of the 

target culture provides a rich source of information about 

the target culture and examples of language in d i scourse . 

In this sense , literature can also contribute to the 

students' communicative competence. This is an asp~ct 

of the relevance of literature in EFL teaching that is 

often neglected. 

2,4 . 1 Literature and Target Culture 

Literature provides a rich so urce of knowledge about 

the target culture, which is most useful to Chinese EFL 

learners . The ~nglish major students will be assigned 

different positions upon graduation, such as teachers, 

interpreters, translators, tourist guides, and so on . 

Whatever job they do , they will be in contact with people 

from many different English speaking countries. They will 

need English to communicate . To be able to communicate 

effectively across cultures, it is not enough only to 

master the four basic communicative skill s . Sometimes 

the lack of the knowledge of the target culture may cause 

misunderstanding or eve n make communication break down . 

In recent years, the Chinese EFL teachers begin to see 

the importance of understand i ng the t arget culture, and 

different measures have been taken to impr~v e students ' 

knowledge of the second cul t ure, sue~ as giving a i~ecial 

: curs e on western cultu re , int rodu c in? mo re refer e nce book s, 

a howing f i l~s, vid~c t a pes, 8 ~ i nv iti ng na t ive s~aake rs 
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give talks. In this sense, literature can also be useful. 

Of course, unlike reference books, literature does not 

provide factual information. On the other hand, writers 

do not set their characters ~n a vacuu~, they always put 

their characters against a certain social background. 

by reading literature, ~e can gain insight into that culture. 

Take for example flThe Fortunes of Richard Mahony 11 by 

Australian writer H. 3. Richardson. ~hat she tells us 

through the trilogy is not merely a story of her own father 1 s 

fortunes or misfortunes. What she presents us with is a 

miniature of a whole class. The Mahony's family is one of 

millions who came to Australia to seek their fortunes in 

tha gold rush. Thei~ family was one of those that advanced 

ta wealth. Then the family was also one of those that went 

broke in the economic depression. Mary was one of thousands 

of middle-class w men who had to go out of the family to 

join the working-class. In other words, the novel provides 

us with a knowledge of ths history, society, ' ' va..1.ue-sys~e ms , 

traditions, customs, and patterns of behaviours of the 

people of Australia, 

ESL specialists both in and out of China agree that 

there is a close relationshi9 between the study of liter-

ature and the understanding of the target culture. For 

example, Charles T. Sco~t 1965:293-294) says : 

'' .. . literature is one of ·:h,e most obvj_ous and most 
valuable means of attain~ng 2ultural insights. It is 
a "' o'ov1·ous m0 <>n·• o-f" a·"'l ·..,l'~ ....... ;r7 ,• ,~·u'1 ~,iy-,.r.~ 7L ir-1~~ -,.-.......T' ;oo, ..... rj"u:::,c. 
~- · ...... ' ..,, ..,.,_ • .:.-:. .1.. ;.J "1 ,...( ..... l. -- .._,. 6 :· --- ': l.,i, ..1. ---:- • ....1,...: v ........ 5 !..L J -_, '-' a ..., ...,, 

literature , like an artifa~t, 1 s ~ypical~y a product of 
a given culture, and c ~m niy func tions as an inclusive 
nadel of that culture. ~~ 1s a valuable mean3 of 



acquiring cultural i~sight because literature frequently 
isolates for close scrutiny the aesthetic, moral, 
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spiritual and social values that a given community cherishes 
----values and patterns of behaviour which too often are 
not clear to the casual observer, 11 

Sandra McKay (1982:531) puts it more briefly: 

11 ••• an examination of a foreign culture through 
literature may increase the understanding of that culture." 

Chinese EFL teachers have similar opinions . For 

example , Wu :~ian Zhi (1980:1-7) calls literature "a mirror 

of social lifen , he says , for exa~ple , British literature 

provides us with the most vivid and concrete picture of 

the national characteristics, culture , tradition , customs 

of the British people . Hu Wang Zhong (1982:45-51) says 

that literary works are the ~ost vivid and richest mater-

ials for studying and understanding the psychology, per~ 

sonality traits, customs ar.d social relations of a country . 

From our experience of living in Australia, ~e 

Chinese students from Peking find that the study of 

Australian literature increases understanding of .j..' • 
u.i':!.lS 

society. This in turn, helps us in understanding newspapers, 

radio and T.V. programs, and in our communica tion with 

people . 

2 . 4 . 2 Literature and Language in Discourse 

In recent years , communicative competence has become 

the focus of 12 teaching . Co mmuni ~ative competence is 

dc3cribed by Del l Hy:nes (1967 : 13 as an ability 11 t:1at 

enables a member of the community to ~now when to spea~ , 

and when to remain silent, ~hich code to use , wh9n , ~here 

.:1nd to 'W hom . 11 I!-i other ~.,.ro _rds, L~2 l~?.1.r:1ers ~eed r:ot only 



to master the four basic communicative skills: listening, 

speaKing, reading and writing, but also to know how to 

use the right form of the language in any situation. As 

we all know, there are rules that govern discourse, which 

vary greatly from culture to culture. For example, differ

ent cultures have different ways of greeting, different 

taboo tonics, different conventions of turn takin~, and 

different ways of makin~ aooloqies. How do 12 l earners, 

especially the Chinese EFL learners, who have to l earn 

the language in their own culture, gain this communicative 

competence? Unfortunately, there are few textbooks specially 

written to teach communicative competence. In recent years , 

with the problem of communicative competence becoming the 

central concern of ESL or EFL teaching, many texts have 

appeared, which claim to aooroximate conversations -. in 

real communication, such as 11 Situational Dialogues 11 , 

?'Choosing Your English 11
, 

11 ':/hat to Say When :i.!1 :Sng l andtt~ 

These books are very popular i~ China now, They ar e indee d 

a great help to Chinese EFL learne rs in developing t heir 

communicative competence. On the other hand, we must r ecog-

nize tha~ no matter how close to r ea l communicat i on those 

conversations are, they can only cover some bas i c topics 

of communication on very general s ituations. Human life 

is very complicated. Language in real communicat i on ia 

often unpredictable. It ~ould be very naive to believe 

that those textbooks can solve the students' problems of 

communicative competenc e. SFL learnsrs have t make use 

-very possible ~eans to pisk ~p ths knowled ge of rule s 

: discours e int . e .;. :;u..L::1 . - 0 ../ .:; t e p . I n t h i .3 



sense, literature is an invaluable aid. As Lefevre (1970: 

263) says, literature is written in special language, the 

language of human experience. Literature covers all 

aspects of human life. Wide reading in literature will 

enable EFL learners to encounter discourse of all sorts. 

'') ,". 
-&..,.(,1' 

Hu Weng Zhong (1982:L5-51) wrote an interesting article 

on this problem of communicative competence from his 

own observation and experience as an :SFL teacher: 11 Cultural 

Differences and Foreign Language Teachiag 11
• In this article, 

he lists many typical examples of mistakes the Chinese EFL 

learners made in real . -'-. communica0ion. The following are 

just two which every Chinese teacher is familiar with: 

1) The bell for class rang. ~hen the teacher came 

into the classroom, every student stood up and said 

in chorus: 11 Good morning, teacher! 11 

Hu comments that "teacher" in Chinese culture is a 

title, and a very respectable one at that. So the Chinese 

students simply transfer it into English. 

on his way to see an English 

in the auditorium of The Peking Foreign Languages 

Institute, and met a group of Chinese students, who were 

going there to see the film too, and who spoke very politaly 

to him: 11 Are you ::ro incr 
t:) ;:o to see the film? 11 He was puzzled by 

the question and tho 11ght to :'.limself: 111.\ihat a stupid question! 

A:-en 1 t we all on the way to see the film!" 

~u comments that what ti • Chin0se studen~a said was 
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not a question, but a normal friendly greeting in Chinese 

culture; the students transferred it into English, because 

they did not know how to greet their teacher in this sit-

uation, 

Hu lists many such examples, and he points out this is 

a problem of communicative competence. He points out that 

since only few students will have the chance to spend a 

few years in English-speaking countries, most Chinese SFL 

learners have to improve their communicative competence 

by careful observation and ~ide reading. He emphasizes 

the role of literature in improving the students' communi-

cative competence. 

Sandra Mckay (1982:529-536) seems to be in agreement 

with Hu Weng Zhong. She explains the role of literature 

in improving ESL learners 1 communicative competence in a 

more theoretical and ~ore detailed way than Hu. In her 

article, Mckay quoted Widdowson 1 s terms of n1anguage usagen 

and "use 11
: " ••• usage involves a knowledge of linguistic 

rules, whereas use entails knowing how to use these rules 

for effective com:nunicati.on.n (P 
\ .i.. • 52 9) • While she agrees 

with John ~ I (10~~,•\ '"'OVPV "' i,:;:_ ..i.. ._, ., >..J ,; 1 I argu~oent tha t li te.r.s. tu~e 

used as a basis for teaching language usa~e, she especially 

points out the value of literature as a means to teach 

11 language use 11
• She says: 

11 Whereas literature has traditionally been used to 
teach language usage, rarely has it been used to develop 
language use. Yet the ad7antags of using literature for 
this purpose is tat literature pres e ~t3 l anguage ~n 
iiscourse in ~hich the param ete r s of the setting and role 
rel~tionship are defined. Langua~e that illustra t es a 
?articular register ~r dial ~ct ia embedded wi thin a 
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social context, and thus, there is a basis for determining 
whv a oarticular form is used. As such, literature is ideal 
fo~ de;eloping an awareness of l anguage use."(P. 530) 

Mckay 1 s article opens up a new avenue to look at the 

role of literature in EFL or ESL teaching. What she means 

in fact is that literature can be used to develop learners 1 

communicative competence. Take Hu 1 s first instance for 

example. It is an example of vio l ating rules of addressing 

people in English. A careful reader of literary works can 

collect numerous examples of terms c f address, can co mpare, 

and then sum up the rules of ~hy a certain form is used 

in a particular situation. The fo l lowing are som e examples: 

1. 11 I I m only saying I didn I t really 3 tay t here, sir. 11 

I cut in desperately. 

(from My Brother Jack by George Johnson, p.128) 

2. Lucinda said, 11 Are yo u all ri6ht, dar l ing? I think 

I'll go out for a walk." 

(from Lucinda Srayford by Ma rtin 30yd, p.13 3 ) 

J. n1ook, ·1 -'-ove, 

in the way. 11 

c l ear out, will yuh--- you 1 re gonna be 

(from The Demo by Thelma Forshaw p,241) 

4. 11 No.rr I said, 11 It 1 s not that, Boss. 11 

(from Jee Wilson's Cou r ts · ip by Henry Lawson p. 277) 

5, 11 Cheer up, man! n said Jaw-es, touched with momentary 

pity. nrt 1 s no good being in the :r.opes, you kno·;-:.n 

r,lav> \r " 2"'1?) ,J ... _ ... :! .. ~ 
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6. urneed, Miss, it 1 s the truth, on my sowl. rrve 

but jest come back to yez this morning. 0 my 

but it's a cruel thrick to play a..n ould :nan. 11 

(from the same book as before, p.189) 

Above are just six terms of address uttered by different 

speakers in different situations. The examples occur out 

of context because af the limited space of this paper, 

whereas for the readers of li~erary works, they are in a 

context, in which the social setting, and role relationship 

of discourse participants are all clearly defined. They 

will understand from the context when and how a certain 

term is used. The teacher should encourage the students to 

collect social-cultural data through wide reading and guide 

them to avoid making quick, narrow conclusions based on a 

few instances of use. Take example 5 for instance, the 

reader understands from the context that 11 mar:. 11 is an 

appropriate term of addressing another fellow man in the 

environment described i n the novel in Marcus Clark 1 s time. 

The students should be ancou:::·aged to collect data on !!;r1an 11 

as a term of address used in as many different circumstances 

possible. In this way, they r·.:; ·; ·1 
-/I ..l. . .J... .L develop an awareness 

of how, when, and. to '.-:hem t : .. . is ter:TJ c3.n ·oe used. According 

t,) Couthard (1977:Jl), i;h:L::: tno'.-iledg•~ about occurrence 

111,:hether a!id.. to ~Iha:; e:ct,2nt somethi.ng i.s done '' is part of 

communicative comoe~ance. Though some of the ter~3 o~ 

address may appear in textbock2 of functional-notional 

syllabus, many wil: cnly be iou~d i~ literary ~orks. Tt-.e se 
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fact, literature provides ~est extensive and subtle 

examples of language in operation . It is in this sense 

that we say that literature is an invaluable aid in helping 

EFL learners to develop their communicative competence . 

2.5 Conclusion 

In short, literature is relevant to second language 

teaching in that literature is an important part of 

language . It provides a useful vehicle for teaching 

second language skills. Literature has human relevance . 

I t has the capacity to influenc e and affords cultural in-

sights . The Chinese EFL l earners have a high interest in 

learning literature , because it offers them a window to 

western culture . Literature car. also have an impact on 

learners ' communicative competence , because it provides 

extensive examples of language in operat ion. Therefore , 

it is not a question of whether we should include litera-

ture in the EFL program or not; rather it is a question of 

how we can best incorporate literature into second l anguage 

teaching. This will be discussed in the fo llowin~ two 

chapters . 

--



CHAPTER 3 

THEMAT IC APPROACH TOWARDS PROSE FICTION 

3 . 1 Why Aus t ralian Literature? 

Whenever people talk of teaching literature in the 

ESL program, they automatically think of Br~tish or 

American literature. This is easy to understand when 

you think that both British and American literature , 

especially British literature, have such a long history 

and have so much to offer . In the traditional EFL program 

in China , if literature was offered, it was almost always 

exclusively British and American literature . However , in 

recent years , with the rapid development of relationships 

with other countries, and with expanding interest in other 

cultures , the scope of literary studies in China has be

come broader. Apart from the traditional courses in British 

and American literature , many other literature courses have 

appeared . Among them is Australian literature. Since the 

second half of 1982, The Peking Foreign Languages Institute 

has begun to offer Australian literature as one of a dozen 

elective courses for advanced EFL learners ; at the moment, 

it is still in the pilot stage. In the last few years, the 

~elationship between China and Australia has developed very 

quickly . With more and more Chinese scholars comi~g to 

~tudy in Australia, the Chinese public beg ins 

~st in this country, 1~3 people and culture , because so 
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little was known about this country before. To meet 

public demand, the Chinese government arranges many 

programs about Australia through media such as news

papers, radio and T.V. programs. The government also 

encourages the translation of Australian literature into 

Chinese, so that those who do not understand English will 

also have a chance to learn what Australian literature is 

like and to learn about Australian culture. Under such 

circumstances, in late 1982, the first comprehensive 

collection of Australian short stories made its appear

ance in China, introducing 35 short stories by 25 represen-

tative writers. It arrested public interest and atten-

tion. At present, translations of many other writers are 

also under way. Australia is part of the western world, 

and as Australian literature is an entirely new area to 

the majority of Chinese, it opens up a new window to west-

ern culture. The offering of an Australian literature 

course is another effort to meet the needs of the public to 

learn about western culture. Hu Weng Zhong (1932:159-163), 

the lecturer who first atte~pts to offer such a course in 

Chin.a, has writt•3r. a :nost inte:·esting article.: 11 A Modest 

Attempt: Teaching Australian Literature in China 11 • In this 

article, he states iis success and problems in teaching this 

course. Since British and American literature have been 

offered to advanced Chinese EFL learners for almost thirty 

years, a lot of research has been dona in this fi~ld; fer 

this reason, I will focus in study on Australian 

literature and axplors ~he posaibilities of how it can best 
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be incorporated into language teaching in advanced EFL 

J.2 Toward a Thematic Approach 

In the traditional EFL program in China , the lit

erature course offered has always been either British or 

American literature, or both. The general teaching 

approach has been either a chronological survey or selec 

ted readings of major writers of a culture, depending on 

the general aims of the course. If the course emphasizes 
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knowledge of the history of literature , the former approach 

would usually be adopted . If tbe emphasis was on teaching 

language , then the la · ter approach would be employed . 

Seldom have other teaching approaches been used in litera

t ure courses in ~FL program in China . Of course, both 

approaches are valid , serving different purposes. From Hu 

Weng Zhong 1 s article (1982), he seems to be following the 

second approach, which is still perhaps the most commonly-

used approach in literary teaching in China , if the emphasis 

is on language . We have been following the same approach in 

teaching American literature as part of the reading course 

in Tha Peking Second ~oreign Languages Institute . From 

ray own experience of teaching American literature to 

advanced Chinese EFL learners, I find that there are 3ome 

problems with this approach . First, this approach does, 

not give learners an overall picture of American literature . 

The selected readings of individual writers give learners 

the feeling that they ~annot see the forest for the t~ees , 

_,, . . •=; A .. ~ .i . , ; ;,.'•-'• ; ..... • ~ .. •o•· • A ,a '.-,, 
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because there are no organic links between those indiv-

ual writers. Secondly, if not well conducted, the teaching 

of literary works can easily degenerate into a dull, 

mechanical ordinary language lesson with focus on sentence 

s tructure.s, vocabulary and so on. 1" '"ne students will not 

hav~ the chance to appreciate literary works in such 

classes. Finally, the lecturer 1 s personal preference will 

greatly influence the choice of writers when there are so 

many writers to choose from. This may cost learners the 

chance to study a good writer whom, however, the lecturer 

in charge does not like. A third approach a thematic 

approach----may solve Jome of tne pr~blems. 

3.3 The Advantages of a 7hematic Approach 

In the 1970 1 s, when t~e humanistic approach in teaching 

was in fashion, a thematic approach was very popular in 

teaching literacy to native-speaker children through 

literature, but it is perhaps outmoded now, However, it 

may still prove to be a good approach in teaching literature 

to advanced EFL learners, because it has the following 

obvious advantages: 

a) It provides an ideal mean3 for an 2FL learner to 

gain insight into a culture . As Roy Knight (1972:206) 

says: 11 Themes for study are almost always social issues , 11 

Literature is always clo3ely related to society and the 

major themes of literature reveal to the readers the main 

social conflicts of a soc!ety and people 1 s different pos-

itions and attitudes in the ~onflicts . All the33 ere like 
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a window through which an EFL learner can gain a fairly 

comprehensive picture of the society, the social struc-

ture, the value systems, customs and traditions of a 

country. At the same time, thr)ugh a thematic approach, 

an EFL learner can get a systematic overall picture of a 

body of literature, because themes provide organic links 

between individual writers. This overcomes the deficiency 

of the second approach in literary teaching mentioned 

above, where the learners get the feeling that they have 

only some fragments of the literature of a country. 

o) Books .,_' on a ,.,neme can ill uminate one another, thus 

making the difficulty i~ understanding the target culture 

less formidable for an EFL l0arner. As many EFL teachers 

have discovered, very oftan the understanding of another 

culture is more difficult than the understanding of the 

language in EFL teaching. 3ooks on t he same theme may 

approach the same social isaue from different angles, so 

they may illuminate one another, which makes the under

standing of the cultural background much easier. 

c) A thematic approach enables EFL learners with 

different language abilities to work at their own pace. 

This is one of the important reasons why the approach 

was popular in the ?O's in teaching native children 

language through literature in primary and secondary 

approach is one of the best ways of approaching mixed 

ability teaching, because under ~he same broad fr~sework, 

3 5. 

.. 
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each student can work at his own pace. The same is true 

with EFL learners, Sharp differences in language ability 

exist in one EFL classroom. Through a thematic approach, 

a set of books, not one book at a time, will be assigned 

for the learners to read. The less able students can 

react· the basic recommended texts, while the more able 

students can read as many as they can of the books on the 

list given by teacher to expand their knowledge and 

improve their linguistic competence. The very bright 

students may do further studies and research work in 

pursuing a theme under the guidance of the teacher. 

d) A variety of interesting activities C3n easily be 

organized around a theme for EFL learners to practise 

second language skills. At the same time, the unavaila-

bility of one book will not cause Jig problems since there 

are many books to choose from on one theme. This is 

especially important in China, because the availability 

of books is still a major problem. 

3) Finally, Australian literature seems to have very 

distinctive themes and as such is especially fitted for a 

thematic approach. Such themes include: bush life, 

mateship, race relationships (Aboriginal/white), images 

of woman, convictism, national identity. 

3.4 A Piece of Research Work 

Seven out 1, ."I ' 
1):. I OUrteen students doing a ~.A . 

~~grse in TESOL at C.~.A.3. anberra Coll~ge Of Adva~c ed 



Education) selected Australian literature as their 

elective course, (for two semesters, from September, 

1982 to July, 1983). A research interview has been 

conducted by the author of this field study report on 

the Chinese students 1 reactions to the thematic approach 

ado~ted by the lecturer in charge of the course. All 

the interviewees agree with the following statements: 

1. This is my first opportunity to get acquainted 

with a thematic approach in learning literature. 

2. Australian literature i2 particularly suitable for 

a thematic approach. 

J. The course gives me a fairly c omprehensive picture 

of Australian literature. 

4. Through this approach, I ge~ acquainted with many 

writers in a short tirae, so I can judge for myself 

who I think is the best writer. 

5. Through a thematic approach, I get a fairly wide 

picture of the major s oc i al issues and understand the 

history and literature of t he co untry much better. 

3,5 Application : A Themat i c Unit on Images 
,:> of Woman 

J 7, 

In Australia, fi r st as a penal colony, then as a new 

migrant society, women have very different social posit i ons 

and roles from those in other western countries, Many 

books have bee n writte n oy '.-rome:i.1 o.r about woma n . '1 Irr.ages 

of '1,Joman in Australian Fi,~tion'1 can for:n a :no.st in_te-

resting theme f or Gh i~es e ?L l earne r s. Int~~ rest o f 



., 
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Australian literature" as a thematic unit to exemplify 

how Australian literature can best be incorporated into 

language teaching to advanced Chinese learners in China 1 s 

social context. Learning about social positions and sit

uations of women in the past will help the stude~ts to 

understand the situations of women in society today. 

The books I chose for this unit are: 11 Squeaker 1 s Mate 11 

by Barbara Baynton, 11 The Drover 1 s Wife" by Henry Lawson, 

"The Fortunes of Richard Mahony 11 by H. H. Richardson• and 

HLuc:inda Brayford" by Martin Boyd. 

3.5.l Summary of the Stories 

Summaries of these stories will provide an indication 

of their relevance to the thematic unit. 

"Squeaker's Mate 11 by Barbara Baynton is an angry story 

of a woman who will not accept defeat. Strong and re

liable, the woman has won honorary mateship from men who 

discard her vulnerable-sounding na:;ie 11 Mary 11 and call her 

11 Squeaker I s Ma te 11 in d 2f erence to her 11 manlyn virtues. 

She has made from hard steady work a reasonable life in a 

community of selectors. Ser husband, on the other hand, is 

only a useless, selfish, lazy, stupid loafer. She becomes 

paralysed as a result of an accident. At first, she denies 

the medical diagnosis that she will have to spend the rest 

of her life in bed, She struggles to keep what hold she 

has on the property and keeps her mind on the future whan 

3he will again define life through work . When she·~ealizes 

that her efforts ar~ doo~ed, she has to ~atch silently ~nd 



, 
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painfully her pet sheep being sold by her husband, and she 

submits to be moved to the old hut on the condition that 

the man will not sell out all their property. When she 

realizes that her husband has fetched another woman from 

town to live in their new hut, and that her position of 

being Squeaker's woman is threatened, she reacts with 

deeply felt jealousy. Though the new woman is ugly, she is 

young and pregnant, a position which she herself could 

never be in. Finally, when the husband has completely 

destroyed his companionship with her by breaking every 

promise, by humiliating her with a sexual rival, and by 

treating her with brutal physical force, she becomes defiant. 

When her dog ferociously attacks her husband and his new 

~ate, and the man pleads for mercy, the woman 11 lay motionless 

with stony face 11
• 

nThe Drover 1 s Wife 11 by Henry Lawson is another story 

about the suffering and durabil i ty of woman in the bush. 

In the story, the wife is deserted by her husband. She 

has to cope with natural hazards such as snakes, fires, 

drought, and flood all by herself. 3 he has to do all ki nds 

of hard work to keep th0 fqrnily going and to bring up the 

children. At the same ti~e, ~he ia al s o confronted wi t h the 

threat of being assaulted by a pa3sing swagman. I\ l ., l ·"' oove a.1..:.. 

she has to cope with th , dreadful loneline ss in the bush. 

Her life is a per?etual struggle ag a i nst hardshi p,suffer-

ing and loneli:1e s s, yet 3he is strong a nd -durab~ e a·r1d 

capable _f oping with wha tever adve r sity that na ture ha s 



imposed on her. 

'1The Fortunes of ~ichard ~"lahony" by :! • H. Richardson 

provides a story about the endurance and durability of 

a woman in the hostile surroundings of industrial towns. 

~ahony was a young Anglo-Irish man who abandoned his 

medical profession in Sngland to ~ome to Australia to 

seek his fortunes during the gold rush . He married Mary, 

an ~nglish girl. The tr ilogy depicts their 30 odd-year 

marriage. Mahony was an impractical dreamer, incompetent 

i~ worldly affairs. Mary, on the other hand, was a prac-

ti~al, charming, and warm-hearted woman. She proved her-

self to be competent in her own family affai~s. When he r 

iusband first failed in business as a 3hopkeeper and 
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wanted to go back to 2ngland, it was Mary who could fore

see the future. She po ic~ed out to him that Ballarat would 

develop into a city and his medical skills could make a 

promising profession the r e . She ~a s right . Soon Mahon,, 
~ 

became a wealthy and well-r3spected doctor i n the district. 

Mahony , however , made ~he rni2take of giving up the flour-

ishing medical practice i~ Aus~ralia a~d went back to 

England . The kind of !ngland in his dreams did not exist. 

He soon discovered that his years in the colonies had 

alienated hi~ from pr0vincial 2nglish society . 3ack in 

Australia , the family ~as soon confronted ~ith the failu~e 

o f ~i~ancial affairs and ~overty f ollo ~ad ~h3 • . ahony 's 

Iris r.. prid and vanity ~aJe ~~ i~ poss~ble .:or ' . :'1l :n ~o fac 
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finally became a lunatic. Mary was a woman with strong 

will power . At the age of forty , ~hen she was not so 

young and energetic, she was brave enough to fa ce the fa ct 

that the family would never again rise in s oc iety and to 

challenge the social conventions that, as a middle-class 

woman, her place was at home. Instead of living at some

ona else's expense, she too k on the heavy burden of rai sing 

he r Ghildren and providing her husband ' s medical fees by 

bec oming a working-class woman. 

This s trong ability t o endure adversity is a ls o 

embod i ed by women from middla class , wealthy families . 

11 Lucinda Bray:' rd" by ~lart in Boyd tells of a youn5 

Australian. gi.rl ·,.rh i s brought up ins. . .,,,ealth;i· 11 upstart" 

~iddle cla s s family . She is rega rded by ha r family and 

ier c~ildhood friends as a s pecial pers on . When she 

~arried Hug o , a young aris~ocrat from ~ngland, he r family 

and her f riends all looked to her to live that privileged 

~ife they t hem se l ves coul d no~ hope to achi eve . Lucinda , 

however , married him for love, fo r happines s , not fo r his 

social position. The coupl return tc England , where 

Lucinda ' s love for Hug o is rapidly undermined whe~ she 

discovers that he had a ~istrass bef~re he married ner , 

whom he has still kept. Ee ~a s married har for he r ~cne y . 

~ar breaks out. Hug o is shockingly wounded in France . 

Lu~inda goes to . . . 
.::.J..rn an,:1 savss ~1is life , and she decides :o 

stay with him o ~ of a ens . ~~ ~onou-, thoug~ aJ ~na~ time 

,:1h!-; is i11 ' J.O V 9 i h ? at ,, , .... I 
~ ,., n-:i. 



When Hugo dies, she does not marry Pat, for she has come 

to realize that he is only another version of Hugo, who 

cannot share her intellectual interests. Then her only 

son dies after a debilitating period of imprisonment. 

Life has disillusioned Lucinda. When she realizes that 

her dream of childhood played her false, she is ready 

to become a hard society matron in the end. 

These two short stories and novels are linked by the 

same theme: images of woman in colonial society, about 

women who have strong ability to endure and survive in 

the harsh surroundings. It can be used as a thematic unit 

in a whole course introducing Australian literature to 

advanced Chinese EFL learners. 

3 , 5.2 Activities: 

In teaching this unit, the following activities can 

be organized around the theme: lectures, se~inars, writing 

classes, role plays, watching fil~s, or video tapes and 

so on, Preparatory reading is essential. 

3 ,5,2.1 Lectures: 

Since the availability ~f referen~e books, especiallj 

books on Australian literature, is still a major problem 

in China, backgr und information is most ap~ropriately 

provided in l _ctures, The unders~anding of the cultural 

bac~groµnd of the author and the story is often the key 

the 1 . .J . ' ' ' • t. rea un~ers~anaing ana a?precia ion of the story r.'or 
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can throw some light on the characters she creates. 

When Penelope Ewart , Barbara ' s mother was sailing to 

Australia with her husband, she met Captain Kilpatrick , 

they fell in love and eloped. As they were placed outside 

d ecent society , they retreated to the bush. Barbara was 

born and brought up in the bush, and had an impoverished 

childhood. She was an ambitious woman and made the most 

of the severely liraited opportunities open to her by 

marrying Alexander Frazer, a son of he r employer ' s 

family , and becoming a selector ' s ~ife , living on a small, 

second-rate piece of property. Be f ore her marriage was 

ten years old , her husband ran off with their servantwoman . 

:t would not be difficult to imagine her life as harrassed 

and precarious after being discarded by her husband , and 

with three young children in her care . 9eing a bush 

woman herself , and discarded by her husband , she knew 

exactly what lif e was like .... . J... • • ror a wom an in ~ne ousn . Lucy 

'5'rost (1983: 56) points out: n ... 3arbara .oaynton is widely 

admired for writing accurately about the terrible lives 

endured by women in the busr I! ... 

In the story , thoug':'l " 3q_uea'.-cer' s :•l a t e !' is ' .;. ' no1, une 

author herself, yet the emotional shape of the story feels 

personal . Like the mate, she was a bush woman , also like 

the mate , ahe was displaced as wife by another wo1!ian in the 

sane household; in her case , she ~as replac 0 d by ~ .se rvan t 

rhe reader can hear th~ in~r! vni2 f th ~uth r throu~h 

P)•Jl'• ,'' •,•-r •1111 iPIIIRIRltllJ!allll. •••1111 • •m111•gg11· 19111•--------..iiiii:allllll!lll!!l.1 
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man. In the story, the man is a stupid, selfish coward. 

Only when the learners know the background, can they 

really understand and appreciate the story. 

The same is true with the other stories and authors, 

This background information should be given before the 

seminars. 

3.5.2.2 Seminars 

After the students have been introduced to the back-

ground of the author and the story, the seminar technique 

c an be us e d , in w hi c h ea c h _ s tor y s ho u 1 d be di s cu s s e d 

thoroughly. Discussions should mai~ly be devoted to the 

understanding of the central characters of the story. 

John Povey ( 19 79: 1 72) says: 11 The most convenient initial 

handle for understanding a short story is through its 

cha.racters. 11 In fact, it is al,rn true with novels. Through 

discussions on the central characters , the learners will 

understand the background, the plot, the theme and the 

author's intention much better. It is important that such 

discussions be held in the target language, so that the 

learners will have a chance to use the target language to 

talk, to argue, to expre3s their op~nions in the second 

language. In this way, their speakin~ skills ~ill benefit 

through the study of literature. 

Since the learners are at advanced level, they can 

give seminars. The student ~io gives ~he se~inar should 

., +-, ___ . "J, n m.•....:i ~-n_ •..,L . .9.._.., :_ .. ·:;-

' ' . u ~·.:10:- J.. • 
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trying to say and what strikes him most in the story. He 

should also be encouraged to ask provocative questions 

to elicit discussions in class. 

The following five points can be used as a guideline 

in directing students 1 attention in discussions of the 

central characters: 

a) what the central characters say, 

b) what the central characters do, 

c) what other characters are made to say about 

the central characters, 

d) what happens to the central characters, and 

e) what vocabulary the author uses to describe the 

emotions, appearan~e, behaviour of the central 

characters, 

The first four poi~ta develop mainly the understanding 

of the story, while the last point may help learners to 

learn vocabulary and increase their 

use. 

3.5,2.3 Writing Activities 

Schwartz (1979: 29-3.l) 31_.;_ggests t·vvo kinds of ereati 1.r2 

~riting in association wi th literary texts the students 

hs.ve learned. 

a) re-write part of the story in a different oerson . 
• I 

b) w~ite one more chapter adding to the novel ~hich 

they have r9ad by using their imaginati n. 

The first techniqua i2 es;eci~lly suit t~? for 2n0r~ 
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stories, while the second seems workable with novels. 

For example, in 11 The Drov2r 1 ,':l '.liife 11
, at the end of the story, 

Lawson made the little boy say to him mother: "I won't 

never go drovin'; blast me if I do!" Lawson made us under

stand that even a little boy can understand the harshness 

af living in the bush for a woman. We can ask the students 

to rewrite the story fro~ ~ne little boy's angle, or we can 

ask them to rewrite the story in the first person narrative, 

from the Drover's Wife's view. This can be a very inte-

resting kind of writing exercises for the EFL learners. 

The second techniq~e can be used with novels. For 

example, "The Fortunes of R.ichard Mahony" ends with the 

death of Mahony. We can ask .L' ._,;1e students to write one more 

chapter adding to the end of the novel, describing how Mary 

managed to bring up her children after her husband 1 s death. 

In addition to these two kinds of creative writing, 

there are many other kinds of writing which can be easily 

assigned to the learners , - ' c.cc;orc11.n_g Lio their language ability. 

·:

1 hey are: 

a) writing of synopsis of~ story, 

b) description of major characters, 

c) brief outline of th~ plot of story, 

J) an imitation or parody o''-' r, of the authors they 

like best in t~e uni t and 

e) essay writing. 

less s.bls :.1.d nt - - ~ ..... 
'J..:.. 
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writ ing, while the more advanced learners can do the last 

two kinds of writing. In shor t , ~any flexible and inte

resting writing exercises can be des ig ned around one theme . 

3.5.2.4 The Use of Audio-Visual Aids 

There are many audio-visual aids that c an be used 

around one theme. In this unit, famous stories such as 

"The Drover ' s Wiferr have ta.pe s recorded by profess iona l 

readers . What the students learn when listening to the 

tapes is not merely the cronunciation and intonation of a 

nat ive speaker, but also the read er' s compr ehension and 

interpretation of the story and char~cters . If tapes of 

professional readers are not available , native speakers 

~an be invited to make recordinis, ~here is also a fi l m 

of tr The Drover I s Wife 11 , which cB-n be shown to the students. 

,)f the novels , 11 Lucinda 2rayford" has been :nade into a 

four - 9art T.V . s eries and ias been recorded on video tapes, 

!r The Getting of :,'ii sdom" , e..notr,er novel by H. H. Ri c hardson, 

has been made into a film . There are also many documentary 

fi l ms abou t Au3tralia , it 3 people and landscape . All t he se 

can serve as an invaluabl e aid in teaching literature . 

They provide Chinese EFL learners ~ith a wonderful chance 

of viewing the fo reign landscape , people , their life style 

and so on, which will help the~ to understand the literary 

works as ~ell as enhance t iei r intere st in learning. 

There a re many documentary fil:ns fr om Australia i~ China 

~o~ and feature filffis -f li~ rary classics have alto begun 

o ~a~e their appearance 3inc the enJ of: 9 . 
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3,5.2.5 Role Play, Drama, and Other Activities 

Role Play has always played an important part in 

foreign language learning. Many teachers use this 

technique at elementary level or in oral classes. This 

technique may also be a useful aid in the literature course. 

Of 9ourse, the literature course is not a drama class, yet 

the dramatization of a short story or a scene from a novel 

with the guidance of an enthusiastic teacher can be a most 

interesting extracurricular activity for EFL learners. 

One advantage of a thematic approach is that there are 

many stories on one theme. The students can choose the 

story they like best, Different students may like diffe

rent stories. At the end of a thematic unit, an English 

Evening can be organized with performances. Role play is 

a test of both the students' fluency in spoken language 

and their comprehension of the story and its characters, 

From my own experience as an EFL teacher, I discover that 

most learners are very keen on such activities. There is 

~sually a lot of excitement and competition at an English 

Evening like this, which can become a stimulus for the 

learners to study the language well. 

3,5,3 Further Activities: Co~parative Studies 

If we want to bring the advantages of a thematic 

approach to the full, after dealing with each st ry sep-

ar.ately, ti1:::.1 t •0 ac!1er 3hould spe nd same m re 3e3sion2 on 

sumraing up and comparing wha t has been taught in tne unit. 

this t - n ·.·i - ;.::a 'p"'\: :::. ::-- _._ -_,, , 
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main female characters, study of cultural backgrounds, 

summing up of features of people in the background as a 

social group in the stories, and summary of ~riting styles 

of different writers. Comparative studies can be done in 

any forms: discussions, lectures, or essay writing. 

3.5,3,1 Comparison of the Main Female Characters: 

Through four different writers, we get acquainted 

with and insight into very different types of women in 

colonial society. They provide materials for interesting 

discussions. Questions on comparison of the main female 

characters for discussions can be, for example: 

a) What are the most striking features about 

each woman: 

Squeaker 1 s Mata, the Drover 1 s Wife, Lucinda 

Brayford, and ~ary Mahony? 

b) Is there anyt hing in common in the i mages of 

these women? What is it? 

University students in China usually have a lready had 

some literary experience, ~hen they reach third or fourth 

year, most o: them have read a certain number of ,-,_, . 
vnines e 

novels or translated versions of American a nd 3ritish 

novels. The scope of compa r ison can be broader, 

such as these can be included: 

.-.. ' . 
",illBSt,].Otl:J 

a) What is your react i on t o bus h ~omen like ~he 

Drover 1 3 '.:iife. r ·queaker's ~ate? Do they in 

i n 

- ~ ·•'"v •.··· · ·· • '. .,-•,,• ,···~-.......... -·-.-;..,....~ ... _,.. ___ , .• -
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literature? 

b) How do images of woman in early Australian lit -

erature differ from images of woman you know, such 

as in early British or American or Chinese liter-

a.ture? 

Questions s u ch as these can also be interesting topics for 

the students 1 essays . 

3 . 5.3 . 2 Background Study 

The four writers put their characters in very 

different ba~kgrounds and social settings. A summary and 

comparison of these social backgrounds will give a good 

insight into Australian culture ~hich otherwise ~ould be 

o~erlooked by careless learners. Questions such as the 

following will help them to surn up or compare : 

a) What is the general picture of life in the bush 

you for~ed afte r r9ading the two short stories? 

b) What is the general picture of the life of middle 

class people in Melbourne in the mid 19th century 

in "Lucinda Brayford 11 ? Row does it differ from 

the life of an En~lish aristocratic family a~cord-

ing to Martin 3oyd? 

3 . 5. 3.3 Study of ?eople 

In each story, besides t~e ~ain female characters, 

tr'-ere are people .L ' • . . v!1al:, ex1s-c as e. class or a sc~ial .. group in 

the back ·rcund. A 2um~ar1 ~nd 

~Jatares of thesa peo~l ~il aJd inf0~~ati0n ~c : e 
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learner 1 s stock of knowledge about the target cultur e. 

Questions such as the following can direct the students 

in the summary and compar i son: 

a ) What is the general image of bushmen in both 

Henry Lawson and Barbara Baynton ' s short stories? 

b) What is the general opinion of the English about 

Australians in 11 Lucincia Brayford 11 , or in l!The 

Fortunes of Richard Mahony 11 ? 

c) Is there anything in common in all the male charac

ters in those four stories? What is it? 

What does it signify? 

J . 5.3.4 Comparison and Summary of Writing Styles: 

Literary works of four writers have been studied in 

the unit . A brief sumDary and comparison of these wri t ers 1 

styles will sharpen the learners 1 sensitivity to the lang

uage. The students should be directed to aspects such as : 

special imagery , special lexical choices , special syntact-

ical structures and special narrati ve techniques empl oyed 

by different writers. The following ar~ two sampl e quest-

ions: 

a) Martin 3oyd 1 s writing is considered to be 

!!light, graceful , wi.t.ty, sometimes rather feline 11 • 

Is it justified? Give examples . 

b) Barbara Baynton uses ~any symbols and images, and 

her choices of lexical terms are diffe rent from 

other writers . Study the t e xt close l y and give your 

e:{plcrna tion, 
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3,5,4 A Reading List on the Theme: 

A thematic approach enables EFL learners to work at 

their own pace according to their linguistic competence, 

The books studied in the unit may be sufficient for less 

able students, while more advanced learners may want to 

pursue the theme and do some research on the theme. The 

teacher can give them a reading l is t , or if possible, 

organize some extra discussion sessions. For this thematic 

unit, the following books can be recommended: 

Short stories: 

The Chosen Vessel by Barbara Baynton 

Mathieson 1 s Wife by Vance Palmer 

Joe Wilson 1 s Courtship by Henry Lawson 

And Women Must Weep by n. H. ~ichardson 

Novels: 

Tirra Lirra ' oy the River 

Voss 

The Getting of w1sdom 

Miss Herbert 

My Brilliant Career 

Clara >lorison 

For background reading: 

Who Is She? 

by Jessica Anderson 

by Patrick White 

by E. H. Richardson 

by Christina Stead 

by Miles Franklin 

by Catherine Spence 

by 3 hirley Walk er 

Damned Whores and ~od 1 s ?s l ic e by Ann e 3ummers 

The R _al ~la t iLia b y :·H1.·iam ixso n 

J,6 Conclus .i. n 



is only one possibility. A literature course in China 

usually lasts one year, and the contact time is about 4 

hours per week. The study of a theme such as that dis

cussed above will take about 6 - 8 weeks. There are 

approximately 40 study weeks in one year. In one year 1 s 

time, about 6 - 8 major themes can be covered, which will 

give Chinese EFL learners a fairly comprehensive picture 
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of Australian literature and enable them to get acquainted 

~ith a wide range of writers. 

A thematic approach teaching literature to advanced 

Chinese EFL learners has not been widely tried. However, 

it offers something different from the traditional approach 

in teaching literature to Chinese learners and as such the 

research may be of some value to the Chinese EFL teachers. 

On the other hand, no approach is free of pitfalls. There 

is no exception with a thematic approach. For exampl0,some 

good literary works may not fit neatly into the framework 

of' :.1 theme. strongly supports 

a thematic approach, but h9 ooints out: " •.. not all work 

fits aptly into a thematic framework. Much poetry partic-

ularly resists thematic; label~3. 17 2e suggests that some 

~ood literary wor~s or poetry which do not fit into a 

thematic framework can be taught between themes as 

11 interlucie 11 • 



c·HAPTER 4 

THE TEACHING OF POETRY IN EFL CLASSES 

4.l The Place of Poetry in the Chinese EFL Program 

The obstacle in teaching poetry in EFL classes in 

China is that most people look at poems with awe. They 

think that poems are very difficult even for native 

speakers; it would be like climbing to the sky for L2 

learners. Unfortunately, this attitude is shared by 

many Chinese EFL teachers. As a result, many teachers 

are inclined to avoid poetry as long as they can. Thia is 

a great mistake. Lillian Groebel(l980:51) once put for

ward the hypothesis tha~ a significant positive correla

tion exists between a student's level of r eading com

prehension in his native language and his level of 

reading comprehension in the target language. She carried 

out a case study to test the hypothesis. The result 

confirmed her hypothesis. This is a convincing theory , 

because reading in any language needs similar basic skills, 

such as weaving together ideas in the context, drawing 

inferenc~from the ccntext, recognizing and analysing the 

author 1 s purpose, attitude, tone and mood , identifying 

his techniques and following the structure of the passage. 

If the learners have developed all those abilities and 

skills in the first language, they can apply the~ 1o the 

arget language. In tradi - ional Chinese edLlcatian, 

cl - ssical Chines~ studi · 3 
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school. Classical Chinese is a beautiful and compact 

language. The children begin to be exposed to classical 

Chinese prose, poems, verses from elementary school. In 

other words, Chinese learners are familiar with linguist

ically rich and complicated materials in the first lang

uagft, At advanced level, they are competent to cope 

with materials that are linguistically compl ex. E~glish 

poetry will not be too difficult for them. 

The following is an example of a five-charactdr-

four- l ine classical Chinese poem by Li Po: 

I I / 

' chuang qian min yue 
/ ' " ' yi shi di shana .::, 

I , ... , 
tai tou wang min 

- I .... 
' di tau shi gu 

English translation of the poem 

Before my bed 
there is bright moonlight 
so tb.at tt seems 
Like frost on the ground: 

Lifting my hsad 
I watch the bright moon 
lowering :ny head 
I dream that I'm at homa. 

guang, 

shuang. 
... 

yue, 

xiang. 

i ,,... • 
·-;:, . 

(translated by Art hur Coo~er, 19?3: 1 09 ) 

This is a famous poem about the ~isery of separa-

tion. In old age, the po e t was far awa y from hi s home-

town and family. On moon-li · night, he was ~issing hi s 

family miserab y and wr ote d awn hi s em ti on s . 
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the classical Chinese poetry can still be felt. In the 

poem, the last words of the first two lines "guang 11 and 

11 shuang rr form a perfect rhyme, Ea.ch line has exactly 

the same number of characters; when the poem is read 

orally, it produces a beautiful rhythm . Figurative 

language is used . The bright moon light in front of 

his 'oed is compared to If frost on the groundrr. In 

Chinese , "frost" is a symool for autumn , when everything 

in nature is threatened by the coming of severe winter . 

Here, the poet hints that old age is coming upon him , yet 

he is still far away from home, which is one of the most 

CTiserable things in Chinese culture, because in Chinese 

culture, the concept of family unity is very strong . In 

traditional Chinese poetry, strict correspondent parallel 

ism is required, which must show contrast in everything: 

sound, colour, image , movement, nature of things under 

discussion . The last two lines of this poem provide a 

good example . In the poe~, " lifting my head" is in 

cor,trast with "lowering my head " , ,,1hile the verbs , "watch 1' 

a:1d 11 dream 11 are in c:ontrast in t.sr:ns of action. You 

uaually watch something near, concrete, and r eal , but you 

u~ually dream abo ut something unreal, abstract , or far 

a~ay , Such a poem is a work of art. The Chine3e 

learners begin to be exposed to this kind f writing in 

their mother tongue as early as at pri~ary school. In 

~ther words, they are psychologically ready for l \~guisti -

c:ally complicated ... . , ma ... eria..,_.s , ·: -3 cond2- tions :' ·Jr ther:: to 

.-, ..., • l ' ~ngLisn poe~ry are f'g__t.,rcura'o.le . 

ii ·- ............. ;.:.::;···-- .... Wl'tnc,..._j1 
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4.2 Poetry as a Means of Teaching Language 

What is the significance of teaching poetry in EFL 

classes? H.L . B. Moody (1976 :29 ) says: "Poetry is language 

which has been chosen and organized with great care and 

skill: i n som e ways it represents language at its most 

perfect , its most meaningful . 11 Stephen Dunning (1975 : lJ) 

values poetry in teaching language ve~y highly . When he 

explains reasons for teaching poetry., he says : 11 Poetry 

tends to be richer in languag e t'.1an any other genre . 11 

He says if he were allowed only on e activity to develop 

students vocabulary or to enrich their sentences , he 

would choose the close reading of poetry. It is true that 

poetry is the product of wisdom with language, so poetry 

has a great deal to offer as a means o: teaching language , 

especially to advanced learners who are sensitive to subtle 

usa of the language . 

Poets use various devices to effect l anguage use, 

th~ee of which are especially ielpful in broadening stu

dents ' awareness of the possibilities of language , and 

enriching their sentences, hence improving their linguistic 

~ompetence. 

4 , 2 . ~ The Effective Use of Re?etit i on 

Repetition produces powerful ..... , +-.~r rec vs . Almost all 

poets use this d vice , T~2r~ are re pet ition3 ~fa l kinds , 

:'rom the repeti tior.. of or .. •.,ro.::d t_ th8 repetit.i. n 1J.f a 

· .. ;::ole sentence . ~r exa~c , in Australian ?O try , ~n 

J f, :t• ~ - ,. : •,": • I • - • • ... • ' < 



11lilhere the Dead Men Lien, the poet::-; only repeat one 

word many t imes , while in Hugh McCrae' s 11 I Blow :v!y Pipes 11 , 

the phrase 11 1 1 :n" is repeated :nany times , and i!'l Victor 

Daley's 11 Drearnsll, the whole sentence 11 1 have been dream in~ 

all a summer day.n is repeated every other stanza through

out- the poem . Though repetition is a common rhetorical 

device in writing, poets use this technique with special 

effect. A poet uses it net only to give emphasis , or 

produce beautiful patterns of sound pleasant to the ear, 

but also to work up to an emotional climax. In skilful 

hands, this technique can produce magnificent effects . 

For example , few people will not be moved by Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning 1 s lines: 

How do I love thee? Lat me count the ways. 
I love thee to the depth and breadth and height 
My soul can reach, when feeling out of sight 
For the ends of Being and ideal Grace . 
I love thee to the level of everyday 1 s 
Most quiet need, by sun and candlelight . 
I love thee freely, as msn strive for Right; 
I love thee purely, as they turn from Praise . 
I love thee with the passion put to use 
In my own griefs, and with my childhood's faith. 
I love thee with a love I seemed to lose 
With my lost saints,---I love thee with the breath, 
Smiles, tears, of all my· life!----and, if God choose , 
I shall but love thee better after de~th. 

The technique of repetiti-:in i.s used most effecti,rel y 

in the poem. If the students are constantly exposed to 

such technique and are shown how to use it , their ability 

to use language effectively ~~ll alao develop. 

i . 2 . 2 The ~ffective Use of Association 

Tha poet , ~or9 ~ta~ acy o~her ~r~tars, is soccerned 
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The use of associations is an i~portant technique employed 

frequently by the poet to create most vivid pictures 

with fewest words possible. For example, in Bruce Dawe's 

"Home Cominglf, there are two lines: 

11 telegrams tremble like leaves from a winter tree, 
and the spider grief swings in his bitter geometry." 

The readers are presented with a picture that suggests 

that telegrams about the death of young Australian 

soldiers i~ the Vietnam war come to Australia in great 

numbers, and grief over their death by their friends and 

families spreads like cobwebs throughout the whole country. 

Associating numerous telegrams with wintery leaves and 

spreading grief with spiders' webs is very expressive and 

has a visual quality. The two lines contain a great deal 

of meaning, which needs a whole paragraph in flat prose, 

There are countless examples like that in poetry. 

The effective use of association comes from careful 

observation in everyday life, rich imagination, and actual 

practice in writing. Poetry uses this technique much 

more frequently than any other writing. In thi~ sense, 

poetry is a good vehicle for teachini students to use 

language effectively, precisely, vividly, and most 

economically. 

4.2.3 The - ffective U e of Shift of ~ord Class and 

Inversion of Word Order 

Poets are noted f or violation o~ ~rammar. They 
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shift word class and invert word order in order to achieve 

special effects with the language. In this sense, poetry 

opens up a new avenua for EFL learners to explore English 

grammar and to learn what the language is capable of. 

The shift of word class is a device used by poets 

to surprise, to endow their language with novelty or 

to give a new significance to an idea. For example, 

Shakespeare was especially noted for allowing himself 

great freedom in this way . Modern poets still use this 

technique. One typical exa~ple of shifting word class 

is a line from American poet e.e.Cumming: 

"He sang he did he danced he didn 1 t" 

The line means that he was happy and sang when he 

succeeded in doing something, and he was equally happy 

and danced if he failed to do something, In other words, 

he treated his success and failure with equal l ight 

heartedness. By using the techni1ue of shifting word 

class , what may take a few sentences to explain is 

expressed most vividly in just one line. Such examples 

are not rare in poetry. ~xposed to this technique, the 

students will increase their awareness of the flexibility 

of language use, 

The inversi0n of word order is another technique 

uJed frequently ~y po ~s. Robert Millar and Ian Currie 

~~•r l0

" thei- hoo·~ 1_'lJ'/ 0J•JJ_J9;' ._ ,:J. v ~~ "" ..,,_ .1. V _.,.,. ..L. / ._ • .,/ .,. that poets u e this 

. . ex.iienci s ·:tnd. 20.stly 
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they want to use this variation to enhance our experience 

of what they are communicating, Skilful poets use it to 

avoid the monotony of SVO (subject+verb+object) pattern, 

to give emphasis to the special part of a sentence, to 

make the picture more vivid, without affecting the natural 

flow bf the language. This technique is used very fre-

q uen tly in Paterson I s well-known poer:1 !rT he Man froJ1 Snowy 

Ri•;er ". Following are a few lines from the poem: 

11 And the Snowy River riders on the mountains 
make their :1ome, 

Where the river runs those giant hills between; 
I have seen full many horsemen since I first 

commenced to roam 
But nowhere yet such horsemen have I seen; 11 

The poet uses thi3 technique very skilfully . Ha 

gives the stressed part the pro~inent place in the sentence , 

achieves rhyme, at the same time , retains the natural flow 

of the language . This provides another example of the 

richness in variety and flexibility of the English 

language to EFL learners. 

Of course, we do not encourage our learners to use 

the shift of word class or the inversion of word order 

at will, perhaps making mistakes. ur aim is to use poetry 

as a means to reveal the possibilities of language to 

advanced EFL learners so as to broaden their awareness 

of the rich variety and flexibility of English. J. A. 

Bright and G, P. McGregor (1971:223) ~oint out that: 

11 Primarily poetry is arc exploration of the po3si bi.li ties 

of.' language, 11 T:-rn students I awareness of ;,,,..ha~ _ ar:guage is 

capable cf is part of - ~eir lin;uistic c • m~a~ence. ~n 
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addition to that , such exposure offers enjoyment of the 

beauty and effectiveness of language of another culture. 

4 .3 Poetry as a Means of Providing Cultural Insights 

Poetry provides an interesting source for cross

cultural studies, because 1) different cultures have 

different themes; 2) different cultures have different 

~ttitudes towards the same theme; 3) different cultures 

have different expressions in the use of figurative lang

uage. 

4 . 3.1 Different Themes in Diffe~ent Cultures 

Poetry is a means of expression. Each culture has 

very different themes in poetry. because of different 

historical , political, or geographical backgrounds. In 

this sense, poetry is like a window which we can peer into 

for a glimpse of the culture of that country . Take classi

cal Chinese poetry for example ; separation and ~isery 

of war have been the most frequently used subjects on 

which Chinese poets have ~omposed their poems . It is 

because there have been numerous civil wars throughout 

China 's history. People have suffered a gteat deal fro~ 

the wars. The misery of war has become one of the major 

uhemes . Another major theme i3 separ~tion . Because of 

tie endless wars , the common Chinese people might expect 

to be drafted for warfares or fr forced labour. ~ven 

during pea~e ti~e , civil ervants mi~ht be sant ~n-~overn-

~ · nt business for a long ~im away fr~m home and friands. 

a separation from spouses, friends, r lo?ers was vsrJ 
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common and becomes one of the major ttemes in Chinese 

poetry . 

When the Chinese EFL learners are introduced to 

Australian poetry , they will encounter very different 

themes . They will find such themes as hardship of farmers 

on the land, mateship , convictism , migrants from other 

lands , and Aborigines. This differencs is decided by 

Australia 1 s historical and geographical background . 

Austral ia was once a penal colony for convicts. This 

explains why convictism is so much a theme in Australian 

literature . The early concept of land is that Australia 

~as ~ vast , hostile land to be explored and conquered, man 

against nature. In this harsh bush environment, life was 

f~li of hardships, and mateship was important in fighting 

~ai~st nature. Al: tflese become recurrent themes in 

Austr~lian poetry . These themes i~ poetry are like a 

7irror w~ich reflects the 2pecial features of Australian 

cul~ur~ . providing cul~ural insiiht3 for 3FL learners , 

:~ ,. . 2 3ame Theme, Dii"'fersnt Attitudes 

3orae themes are universal. However , different 

:ultu~as have different attitudes t o~ards the same theme , 

which reveals specific featu~ea of a country 1 s culture . 

_ake tl".!.e moat common theme 11 lave 11 :"'or e:{e..m9le . It is 

Jee of major the~93 in poe~~y in al~o3t all cultures. 

:~ 8lassical Chinese poetry, love poe~s ~all into t~o 

:::.~ jor categorie3: love oppos~d by :-.a.:n:=..2.J; or love ~ .. r~:-;a ~ t eC_ 

Ill! , • .;•; -t -....-:,,,.: 1, ;,• ,• ,,:.•' 'It .:-1• ' i It ·' 



Chinese history, marriage was arranged by parents. Young 

people had no freedom to choose the person tiey 

wanted to marry. Love poems reflected this historical 

fact. At 't he same time , the fedual society exercised 

strict moral control over it s people, so there has always 

been restraint on poetry that deals with physical love . 

In this kind of poems, euphemism is required. open 

description of sexual love is considered to be rude or 

uneducated, and does not anoear ].. " -· serious poetry . 

However, when the Chinese EFL learners encounter 

Australian poetry, they will discover that love is not 

a major theme. In anthologies such as "Poetry in Australia'/ 

or !!Modern Australian Verse", or "Ne•,v Impulses in 

Aust ralian ?oetry 11 , thers are -;.~ ew love poems . Strong 

~ateship formed in the hars~ bush environment • "'1 • , 

1n co.J.onia ..... 

society can perhaps account for ~hi3 relative absence of 

romantic love in poetry . Incel et al in their book (1974 : 

I 7 ) 
~J.. n=domen and Society" descri:Je Australia as a patri-

archal society with a s9ecial style of masculinity. They 

point out that men me e~ male fr i~nd3 in bars which women 

~ay not enter, go ~itt other males to race~ etings and 

faotba2matches and so on. On the other hand , in the fe~ 

love poems, unlike Chinese ave poemsi sexual love is 

described openly and expli2itly , as in A. • . Jone's 

:.:,0,3;:i such as "Imperial Ada:n" : 

r:He took her i:1 his arr:is a.:1d there and tnen, 
Like the c~ean bea3ta , a~~racini fro~ behind, 
3ega.n :Ln ,1 Ji to :~ v:J.n-1 SI:e b~ea •.::l of m~n .. " 

----··••111111111nw••· lllli!l-llillli81ll!illlll!IIIIIM ... llilll!llllll!-·---------------- -_. 
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The same is true in David Campbell's "'dindy Ni 5 hts?I, 

or in Judi th Wright I s 11Woman t0 Man 11
• These and other 

poems give us some idea of Australian poets' attitudes 

towards sex , which is different from the attitude of 

the Chinese poets. All these reflect cultural differences. 

4.J.J Cultural Differences in Figurative Language 

Poetry provides a source fo~ cross - cultural studies , 

not only in terms of themes of poetry, or content cf 

poetry, but also in terms o f figurative language . The 

use of figures of speech--imagery , symbols---is one of 

the major features that distinguishes ?Oetry from any 

other genre. The interesting thing is that some associat

ions are universal, while others are culture specific. 

The exploration of such d~ffere~ces by our learners in 

learning poetry is both an enjoyment and a source of cross 

cultural understanding. 

Take the use of associationsof creatures for example. 

In traditional Chinese cul~ure, the dragon i s the symbol 

for solemn sovereign, a symbol for emperor, for sup rem e 

power. Our l earners will discover that such associations 

do not exist at all in poems jy occ idental poets . In 

Shakespeare I s 11 Coriolanus 11
, in act 4 5ce::.e 1, in the 

poem, the dragon is a symbol of l0naliness and frightful-

ness, while in some oth"'r po,~t' ::,o,)ins, tzl8 d:r-3.i n .:.s an 

u~ly and nastJ creature . _j~ general aasa~iation in 

occidental ?Oets ' 

-te ba t is us~all~ a35ocia~ei ~i t h ~~gative ~~al i ti~s in 

.. ffillll 
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English speaking countries, n blind as a bat 11
, or n era z y a3 

a bat 11 , or lfbatty11 and so on . The traditional belief 

of the Chinese, however, is that the bat is a symbol of 

good fortune, well-being, and happiness. It has positive 

associations in Chinese poetry. There are countless 

examples of different associations of creatures with 

certain qualities in eastern and western cultures. 

Flowers stand for different symbols in different 

cultures as well. When Kea ts s:_:ioke of the Knight in 11 La. 

Belle Dame Sans Merci 11
, the line goes : !!I see a lily on thy 

brow" , what he meant was that he saw death upon him . 

In Chinese culture, the lily is a symbol for purity and 

innocence , while in western culture, the lily is not only 

a symbol for virginity, out also a symbol for death . 

Both occidental and oriental poets use colours a 

lot in their poems. However, colours have diff9rent 

associations in different cultur9s as well. ?or example, 

i:1 English-speaking countries, ":rell'.)'ti 11 is asscciated 

1..iith jealousy and cowardice, as in "Ee is yello 1,.;, 11 In 

Chinese culture, yellow is associated with 11 pornography11 

This is why when the Chi!lese students :nentio!l. "yellow 

books" or 11 yellow fil;ns" .J.. ~ • • J.. • I • ,L. • ~a Gneir naG1ve ~eacners, Gne 

teachers are puzzled and can not get their meaning . ~here 

are too many such interesting ins~ances to be listed here 

one by one. :iowever , :.:1ey a:-s r,a :-t of a culture. <Hthout 

understanding the:n, there cannot be real, full 8• CTrnu~i-
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aense, the language of poetry also provides a source for 

cross cultural studies. 

4.4 Integrating Poetry into the Literature Course 

Since poetry offers both a valuable means of 

teaching languages and an interesting source for cross

cultural studies, the literature course in EFL program 

should not exclude poetry . How can poetry be taught in 

a literature course introducing Australian literature? 

4.4,l General Approach 

In Chapter 3, we have discussed a thematic approach 

towards prose fiction. In teaching poetryt this approach 

may also be used. In Australian poetry, some poems have 

the same themes as prose fiction, such as 11 the concept of 

bush 11 , "mateship 11 , 11 convictism 11 , 11 aborigines 11 • They fit 

neatly into the framework of a theme in prose fiction, 

so can be taurrht as ~art 
~ .1, 

of the thematic unit. Sor:ie 

poems have unique themes and s~and on their own. In an 

interview with the Aust r alian poet Rodney Hall, he pointed 

out to me that there are such major themes in Australian 

poetry as: war, colonial exp~rience and hardship of 

farmers on the land, ani~al behaviour illuminating 

human society, migrants from other lands, and woman and 

man relationships. Poems which have themes of their own 

can be taught as an independent unit i n tie literature 

_,;:· . 
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Fortunately, there are nos many such poems . I n short , a 

thematic approach is suitable for teaching Australian 

literature, bo th poetry and prose fiction. 

4 .4 .2 Some Special Po int s Tha t Should Be Kept in Mind 

. In teaching poetry, the activities discussed in 

chapter 3 can be applied, such as lectur es, s eminars , 

role plays, watching films and so en . On the other hand, 

special attention should be paid to the oral reading of 

poems both by the teacher and students in the class . 

Reading by th~ t eacher provides tha interpretation of the 

poem and helps to establish an impres3ion of the poems. 

Stephen Dunning (1975: 53) emptasizes oral reading by the 

students in the classes. Ee says: "No thing can substitute 

for such reading, both :pleasure and instruction may occur . 11 

In discussing the prese ntation of poems in SSL classes, 

Moody (1976:30-34) also stresses the importance of oral 

reading both by the teacher ane the students in tha 

classes . He points out that ta~es of poems oy professional 

readers should be used in ~lasses, ani he suggested 

different k i nds of oral r eading activit i es i n clas ses , such 

as individua l reading , choral reading , a~d dramatized 

reading . As for other aspects i~ approaching poetry, they 

do not suggest any activities additional to tho s e used in 
I 

the teaching of prose ,:' j_ct i on . 

4.{ . 3 A Sa mple Les on 

Ml ~lili 1111 ,.,,.,., I I ta.a• • --
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The language is suitable for advanced learners, the 

theme and content has a strong Australian flavour, which 

provides cross-cultural study materials . Understanding 

of the Australians in the past will help students to 

understand them today . This poem fits into the thematic 

unit of "concept of the bush rt i.n the literature course. 

The teaching procedures can follow these stages: 

Stage One: Introduction to the Poet and Cultural 

Background of the Poe• 

The teacher can start the lesson by a brief intro

duction to the poet and then provide some information 

about the cultural background of Australia when the 

poem was written. Without some understanding of how 

important horses and horsemen were in the Australian 

community of 1890 1s, the Chinese learners would not be 

able to appreciate the poen fully. The teacher should 

tell them that at that time , the accomplished horseman 

or bushman was treated with t he same iero-worship that 

a cricket o'r football or even "pop" star is nowadays. In 

those days,means of communication was very limited, yet 

such a hero's name would still spread from country-towns 

to cities. This specific cultural difference will arouse 

Chinese learners' interest in learning the poem . At this 

stage , the teacher can br i ng in t o class pictures or 

photos of Australian landscape, or bush, or bushman , 

or horseman, or any other reali~ conn e cted with thi3 

I ' > ' ~ • ·to -s n -?. s ~uae n -r-~s . teaching a i ds 

a 
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help students a great deal to understand 4-' vne poem . They 

are more interesting and more expressive than any descrip-

tion . 

Stage Two: Reading Activities 

One of the greatest enjoyments of learning a poem 

is to hear it read . This is a narrative poem . Tapes of 

professional readers of the poem should be brought ~nto 

the class for the students t o enjoy , if i t is possible . 

If such tapes are not availabl e , native speakers should 

be invited to record t he poem. The teacher should re 

play the tapes several times s o that the students can 

read silently after the tape to imitate the intonation 

and pronunciation and to deepen the impression after the 

first listening . After that , the teacher can ask some 

st~dents to read the po em aloud, with emotion , in ,front of 

the class . These reading activities can help to establish 

a~ overall impression of t he poem . 

Stage Three : Classroom Discussion 

~iscussion is an indispensable part in poetry teaching . 

In this poem , t he content ,ind the la:iguage is 

rich. The poem g i ves the students food for thought and 

topics for conversation . On the whole , ther e could be 

two kinds of discussion on this poem: di scussion of t he 

language; and discussion to elicit the s tudents ' emotional 

r e s ponse to the content. Thev can be i n tegrated i n qu e s ~-

i~ns provided by th e teac~ar . Ln Chin~3 e 3?L ~la ss~s , 

-• ·• -llflllllliil!UI. liilal!-•JID!IIUIIIW®••--·••--••-:-•0 
---~ - - - · - ---· 
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too much freedom in discussion usually does not work 

well, the teacher must provide some guidance. Take the 

first stanza for example. At the very beginning, the 

ooet established the sense of disaster in this mountain 

area: 

There was movement at the s~ation, for the word had 
passed around 

That the colt from old Regret had got away, 
And had joined the wild bush horses - he was worth a 

thousand pound, 
So all the cracks had gathered to the fray. 

All the tried and noted riders from the stations 
near and far 

Had mustered at the homestead overnight, 
For the bushmen love hard riding where the wild bush 

horses are, 
And the stock- horse snuffs tha battle with delight. 

Quest ions for discussion on this stanza can be : 

1) What happened in this mountain area? 

2) Why had all the riders, near and far, gathered 

at the station'? 

3) \{hat does 1
' stat ion II usually mean? But what does 

it mean in thia poem? Why? 

4) What does the line : "For the ,.:; ushr.1en love hard 

riding '·lhere the wild bush horses are. 11 tell us 

about the bushmen t s life and their characters? 

5) Look at the words 11 movement 11 in the first line , 

and 11 snuff 11 
t " battle" , ''with delight 11 in the last. 

line . What kind of images do these words pr0duce? 

What particular S•=nS-= - Ji.~\,t,, sound, fe~l , taste -

do thes i~ages appeal to you? 

6) What are ~hew r d s that people usu~lly use to 

~-~r,1••••111111m1·111•aa•111••·· m•·····--·-·•111·•----------r•----..i--
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?) What do people in your a rea associate the horse 

with? 

The teacher can use these questions as stimuli to 

promote classroom discussions . For example , the teacher 

can u~e question 6 for a brain-storming session , which 

can be an interesting exercise for reviewing old words 

and for learning new vocabulary. The last question can 

also stimulate an interesting discussion . Not only do 

people from different cultural backgrounds have different 

associations with the horse, but within China, people 

from different areas will have different associations, 

The horse stands for the symbol of manhood in Australian 

culture . In China, horses are rare in the south part of 

the country; people regard thern as a romantic and myster

ious and sacred animal . Lin Piao has a line in a poem he 

wrote: 11 1 1 :n a divine horse galloping in the heaven. 11 In 

north China , however, there are ~any horses, and in the 

countryside, especially where there are no trucks , people 

3till use hors e s as a major means for transportation. 

People there usually regard the horse as a beast of burden, 

as they have the "'.Jroverb 11 '..;crk like horses and o:<enrt. In 

short, if well organized, the classroom discussions can be 

bo~h interesting and helpful in learning the language and 

the culture • 

Stage Four: Writing Activities 

There are many ~ays in which ~e can llnk poetry 
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teaching with writing skills in the second language. In 

teaching this poem, the following writing activities can 

be used as assignments or writing exercises in class; 

1) description of main characters. 

In the poem, there are three characters . There is 

Harrison II the old man with his haj_r as white as snow" , 

he is perhaps the station owner. There is Clancy of the 

Overflow , he car.ie to "lend a ~:and 11 , because 11 no better 

horseman ever held the reins 11
, and then there i s the 

mysterious stranger , the man from Snowy River, a s is 

d escribed in the poem: "a stripling on a small and 

weedy beast" . We can as~ the students to describe the 

-1-' ,.,nree main characters in their own words. 

2) description of the story 

This is a beautiful narrative poem . In the whole 

poem , the poet conveyed the sense of rapid movement, the 

awesome challenge of the hostile natural surroundings , 

the breath- taking scene of the riders chasing the escaped 

horse . We can ask the students to try their best to write 

the story in their own ~ords as vividly as they can. 

3) composition of poems by the l~arne rs 

It is very important to encourage the students to 

produce their own poems. In fact, writing poems 1s not 

beyond the students 1 ability. The question is h ~ to 

guide them to learn to ~rite ?cams step by step . ~ectures 

~an be given on major featu res poetry differe!lt 

~~om prose , tut t e im srtact ~ .... J. 
-· ~:. l., ~ i ,, e the ::1 9. l t 
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of practice. This poem "T he Man f ::-om Snow:/ Rivern is 

about a horse, The teacher can provide some short, 

witty poems about animals for the students to imitate. 

74. 

D. H. Lawrence's "Little Fish 11
, for example, can serve as 

a model : 

Little Fish 

The tiny fi sh enjoy themselves 
in the sea.. 
Quick little splinters of life, 
their little lives are fun to them 
in the sea . 

The teacher can ask the students to imitate the poem 

and write a short poem of a few lines about a horse , It 

is always difficult at the beginning . ~hen they learn 

how to write a poemt their interest will be aroused , they 

will write poems without being asked . 

3tage Five: Other Activities 

To help the students to understand the poem, other 

activities can be arranged. ?or example, there ia a fil~ 

of !!The Man from Snowy River". If it .i3 possible, th-:) 

teacher can arrange for ti1e students -:,o see the film 

af~er teaching the poem . Other documentary films about 

Australia ' s landscape and bushmen or horsemen can also 

be shown to the students. The teacher can also arrange 

a..::tivi ties SUC!l a recitation c ont~st , in which each 

student can re ite the poem . In short, multi -3ensory 

act ~~ities can je ~mcloy~d. : aching ~ce try by t~is ~i~d 

.:) : pproach is pleasurable experience for ~~e taacier 
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4.5 A Step by Step Approach to Lead Chinese SFL Learners 

to Write Poetry 

As is mentioned early in the chapter , the Chinese EFL 

teachers are inclined to avoid teaching poetry as long 

as they can; attempts iave not been made to guide student s 

to write poems . This attitude towards ~oetry is wrong. 

It is very important to encourage the students to produ ce 

their own poems , because this will be the most positive 

reinfor cement to them in language learning . When they 

realize ·that they are able to write poems , which a r e 

linguistically sophisticated , their confi dence and interest 

in learning t he language will ~e gr eatly increased . 

Stephen Dunning (1975 : 53 - 61) sugge s ts a serie s of a ct i vi 

ties to help student s to learn to write poems step by step, 

which may be bf some value to Chinese EFL teachers : 

Activity One : He sulgests that at very early stage , 

the teacher can give the s~udents the first four lines of 

a limerick they don 1 t know and ask t~e~ to 

He says the students will kno~ ~hat to do . 

Activity Two : t h3. t 

complete .... 
l V . 

nursery rhymes and ask the students ~o imitate the rhy~e 

and rhythm exactly . It does no~ ~atter if the students 

only make "nonsense verse 11 as lon~ 9.3 t:-iere ia ;:erfect 

rhyme and rhythm . 
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He says that many students would not write poems when 

n/ 
10. 

he suggested it , but he has never had a student who ~ould 

not - or could not - find language and arrange i t on a page. 

What he means by "found poetry 11 is to ask the students 

to find language that appeals to them from any place, such 

as an walls , road signs , letters, textbooks , magazines , 

and then arrange it on the page to look like a poem . 

He points out that the students enjoy doing it. 

Dunning also suggests some in - class group activities 

to produce poems . The main id~a of these group activit 

ies is to have one student as a leader and se t a topic 

and produce the first line , then each student in the group 

contributes one line. In this way a poem is written with 

collective wisdom, and the students will have fun in play

ing with words . All activities suggested seem to be inter

esting and practical . 

Another important thing in te~ching ~?L l~arners to 

write poems is for tha teacher to pr~vide suitable models 

for t~e learners to imitate , which i2 mentioned and ex9m -

plified in the sample less on a bove. , " -'
..L 'J I.J of 

the students ~ill surely learn he~ to write ~oe ms . 

4 , 6 Conclusion 

In the traditional ~?1 classes in China , ;oetry ~as 

given only minimal attention , I t ~a3 regarded ,n~J a3 

a kind of orna~~nt . 

- E 
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are capable of coping with materials that are linguisti 

cally complicated, so poetry is not beyond their ability . 

Poetry has a great deal to off er . It can be used bo t11 as 

a means to teach language and to introduce cultural 

differences . 

In teaching poetry, the student-centered approach, 

multi-sensory activities should be adopted. Special 

attention should be given to discus s ions to explore the 

variety of possible interpretations of poems and to exer

cise in writing poems , if we ~ant t o achiev e the full 

value of poetry in EFL teaching . 

Note: All the Australian poems mentioned in the chapter 

are to be found in The ?en£uin 3ook of Australian 

Verse edited by Haseltine, H. , Penguin Books, 1 979 . 

.. 



CHAPTER 5 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF TEXTS 

5.1 Criteria for Selection of Texts 

Selecting materials for a literature course in a 

f oreign language curriculum is d i f fe r ent f rom selecting 

materials for a litera ture c ourse in the first language. 

The teacher must be very careful , because the success 

or failure of a l i t era tu re course in an 3 FL curriculum 

largely depends on the selection of t exts . 

While selecting texts f or a literature course for 

advanced Chinese 2FL learners , certaiI'- criteria of 

appropriacy should be kept in mind: 

5,1 . 1 Ethical Appr~priateness 

Literature has powerful influence on i ts re ader s . 

Louise M Rosenblatt (19 68 : 183) points out that literary 

works have capacity to influence the reader's 9ersona

lity and behaviour more than any o ther school subject . 

The same opinion is ex~re ssed b~ Moodv . ., ., (1976) and 

Adeyanju (1978) . In China , people are even ~ore sensitive 

to the influenc e of literature. The Chine s e government 

and the Communist Party a re most concerned with the 

young generation's intellectual and T.oral develop~ent. 

While selecting· texts , the teacher s~ould pay at~~nt i on 

to the ir e thica l value . Gen e r ~lly , bo o k3 that ar9 a bout 
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degenerate life, or books that have explicit descriptions 

of sex or violence should not be included. In Australian 

literature, for example, books like ntfonkey Grip" by 

Helen Garner, which openly describes degenerate life and 

sexual promiscuity, should not be included, because books 

like"this are against commonly accepted moral cedes in 

China. On the other hand , an honest and objective attitude 

towards the ethical values of books should oe adopted . 

The selection should cover a wide range of literature. 

Serious problems existed in the past in this respect. 

Too much a~tention was put on the political and socialisini 

significance of literary works, to the extent that an in

complete or even distorted picturs wa3 ?resented to the 

learners . ~u Qian Zhi (1930 : 1-7) gave some very 

interesting examples. He points out that, in the past, 

an arbitrary division, based on prsjudice and ignorance, 

was made between "reactionar:; 0 and nrevolutionary 11 wri te:-s. 

Books by 11 reactionary 11 wri tars ',Jere excluded in the liter

ature course. One example Wu Qian Zhi lave was the work3 

o f Wordsworth. In teaching English literatute , Jord3worth 1 s 

works were excluded , because he showed disappointment wit~ 

the French Revolution at the late sta~e , and so was 

thought to be a 11 reactionary11 writer. Anotner interesti'.'lg 

example Wu gave '..ras Charlot':.e 3ronte 1 s 11 Jane ~y:!'."e 11 • In 

the pas t , in the t each in g of II J an e ::: yr e 11 , on l y :, r1 e f i r s t 

part of the novel was used. ?he 3eco~d part ~a3 ji3 -

carded. The reason ~as th~t t~~ fi~st ?ar~ Jf t~e t~0~ 
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so it is "revolutionary", ' . .Jhile the second part describes 

"romantic Love" beyond social classes and advocates 

11 capitalist humanitarianism", so it is 11 reactionary 11 • 

As a result, literature courses provided an incomplete 

or even distorted picture of the literature of a country. 

With" literature courses coming back again into EFL classes 

in China, this problem should arouse our attention. ~hile 

paying attention to the ethical values of literary works, 

we should select books that cover a wide range of l itera

ture without bias o~ prejudice. 

5.1 , 2 Linguistic Appropriateness 

If the materials are far beyond the students' 

linguistic competence, the whole course can become a 

disaster for the students as well as for the teacher. 

William T. Littlewood (1975 :130) says: " ••• it is fruitless 

to expect pu~ils to appreciate literary works for which 

they are not linguistically ready." Similar ideas car: oe 

found in Sandra Mckay 1 s (1982) article. She says that a 

text which is too difficult will haye few benefits. 

~t third and four th year, the Chinese students have 

already passed the stage of reaii~g si~plified versions 

of literary works . They need ~o s~~d; originals ~hich 

are relatively easy in terms of language ~ such as 

sentence length, choice of vocabulary, i • agery, and 

degrees of complexity of syntactical s~ructures. I~ 

selecting texts fer Australia~ li~er~~ure courses for 

Chinese EFL learners, books c; -, Qn •("TT 
- - _, ~,;. .... ,J 
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Lawson. Martin Boyd, George Johnson, Ruth Park , Xavier 

Herbert and so on can be selected, becaus e one of the most 

striking features of these writers is t he simplicity of 

the language. Most books by Patrick White are considered 

to be very difficult even by native speakers, because 

of the author ' s choice of vocabulary and imagery . On 

the other hand, Patrick White is periaps t he best-known 

contemporary Australian writer. It is unthinkable to 

introduce Australian literature without including 

Patrick White. However, his books sho uld be delayed 

until the end of the cours e and should be limited to a 

few II easy" ones such as "A ?:- ing e of Leaves 11 • or 

"Riders :in The Chariot 11
, otherwise, the students will 

lose confidence. 

5,1.3 Stylistic Appropriateness 

The inclusion of a literatur~ co urse in the EFL 

curriculum is not to train the students to be co me ~riters 

or literary critics • .L' in l.,ne targe~ lariguage . 

majo r objectives in introducing literary ~arks 

classes is to reinforce the s tudent s 1 language s kills. 

They need the language to co~municate in eve ryday s~tua-

tions . Ideally, the teache r shouli choose materials 

that provide a link with everyday :anguage. On the other 
I 

hand, texts whi.h are full of slang anJ dialect should 

not be selected, because ~~ey ~ouli be far too di~fic~lt 

for SFL learners . In Austra:~a~ :~~erature, tiere are 

contemporary ~riters sue~ a3 ?ra~~ ~oor~o~se , or Jessi~a .. 

-
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Anderson, who have very clear, natural and straight

forward styles, whose language is not too far :rom 

everyday English. Such writers would be ideal for the 

students. 

5.1.4 Appropriateness to Student Interest 

While selecting texts, student interest should 

be taken into consideration. For example, the teacher 

can try to select texts that have good, exciting plots 

and comprehensible cultural background so that the 

students will enjoy reading them and have the enthusiasm 

to discuss them in the class. Jo hn Povey (1979:163) 

says: "We need works of literature that provide the 

best responses in class". In Australian literature, 

books such as 11 Capr i cornia" by Xavier Heroert , or "E"or 

the Term of His Natural Life" by Marcus Clark, or 

11 Lucinda Bra.yford" by Martin Boyd , have the qual it ies 

mentioned above and will interest Chinese EFL learne~s . 

5.1 . 5 Appropriateness of Backgro und 

If we want our learners to enjoy the literature 

course, it is important to se lect texts that do not 

involve complicated political , re ligious, or cultural 

knowledge, which is not eaaily accessible to the Chines e 

learners. Nothing could be more disappointing or dis

heartening than reading a book w~ich you sann0~ under

stand because of the backg round. I~ taking A~stralian 

1 i t e r a tu r e at C • C . A . E • , :no s t C hi n e s e s t u de n t s :' i n d t ha t 

books such as ''Bring L2.rk: s a,,d ::eroes" o:; I'no'.!la s Ken9all:. , 

-
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or poems such as "Pieta 11 by ,James McAuley are incompre

hensible, not because of the l anguage, but because of 

lack of background information, Some books may have 

literary value, but they should not be included • ...,, +-, 
lI ,.,.ney 

require knowledge of complicated pblitical, religious or 

cultural background. 

These are the main • J. • criveria for the selection of 

texts for Chinese EFL students. 

5.2 A List of Suggested Texts for Australian Literature 

Course for Advanced Chinese ~FL Learners 

The following is a list of texts thematically 

grouped which meet the above requirements and which can 

be selected for an Australian litetature course for 

advanced Chine~e EFL learners: 

Animal Behaviour Illuminatin~ Human Society 

noetry : 

Douglas Stewart 

John Blight 

David Rowbotham 

Thomas W.Shapcott 

Geoffrey Lehmann 

short stories; 

Vance Palmer 

Vance Palmer 

Frank Dalby Davison 

Desmond 0 1 Grady 

·i,:MIIIIIII·- I 

The Sillc.rnrms 

Death of A 1,lfhale 

Prey to Prey 

Flying Fox 

The Pigs 

Tf1e Birthday 

Retur~ of the 2un ter 

B a :-- be{::u~2 



C onvictisrn 

poetry: 

R.D.FitzGerald 

short stories'. 

Price, Warung 

novels: 

Marcus Clark 

* 
Mateshio 

short stories~ 

Henry Lawson 

John Morrison 

Gavin Casey 

The Wind at Your Door 

John Pricers Bar of Steel 

Lieutenant Darrell rs ·Predicament 

The Hear t -Breaking of Anstey 1 s 

Bess 

How Muster-Master Stoneman Ea r ned 

His Breakfa st 

For the Tar~ o f His Natural Life 

Th e Loade d Jc.:; 

S~nd ?ound tie Eat 

Sho r t ·~ ~., ..; f·+ 
- .:. .i. .~ . .:.. J -3J.turda'r 

Conce ot of Buah/Har dshi o of ~ar ~~rs ) n th e LanJ 

uoetr v : 

Adam Lindsay Gordon 

Henry Lawson 

~!ary Gilmore 

David Rowbotham 

An n e Elder 

The Sick 3tockridar 

I'he Te a:n:3 

>1 u. l lab i 1:"" • ..:l e. 

.. 
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Roger McDonald 

Banjo Paterson 

short stories 

Henry Lawson 

Barba,ra Baynton 

Frank Dalby Davison 

Steele Rudd 

James Hackston 

E.O.Schlunke 

* 

Batchelor :ar:ner 

The Man f~om Snowy River 

The Bush Undertaker 

Bush Studies 

The Road to Yesterday 

When the Wolf Was at t he Joor 

On Our Selection 

Our New Properties 

The Enthu~iastic p . 
J. :risoner 

ii 

War and the Anzac Legend 

ooetry : 

William Forster 

Shaw Neilson 

John Manifold 

Furnley Maurice 

Bruce Dawe 

novels: 

:1artin Boyd 

G e or g e J o hn s ton 

Randolph Stow 

plav: 

Alan Seymour 

Sonnet on the Cri:nean ~ar 

The So l die r T ~ 
J_ ::, '.-{o~e 

The Tbmb of Lt John Learmonth,AIF 

The Suoreme Sa~rifice 

Homecoming 

~d hen 3lackbi::- <ls 

>f~r Brother Js..:::l,{ 

- .. Y' ...... 
V;_.d,~ 

The Merry- Go-~o und i n t h e Sea 
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Aboriginal 

poetry : 

Henry Kendall 

Mary.Gilmore 

Rex Inga.mells 

Katil Walker 

short stories: 

K.S.Prichard 

Ernest Favenc 

Xavier Herbert 

novels: 

Xavier Herbert 

Thomas Keneally 

National Identit y 

ooetrv : 

A.D.Hope 

Judith Wright 

James McCauley 

novels: 

Christina Stead 

Patrick White 

Martin Boyd 

Images of Woman 

See Chapter Three 

The Last of His Tribe 

An Aboriginal Simile 

Black Mary 

We Are Going 

Happiness 

The Parson 1 s Blackboy 

Kaijek the Songman 

Capricornia 

8b. 

The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith 

Australia 

3ullocky 

:Snvoi 

Seven Poor Men of 3ydney 

A Fringe of Leaves 

Langtons Tetralogy of Novels 

--~ 



Mig rants from Other Lands 

poetry: 

Shaw Neilson 

David Malouf 

Judith Rodriguez 

Peter Skrzynecki 

Woman/ Man Relationshi~ 

poetry: 

Mary Gilmore 

James McAuley 

Gwen Harwood 

Others 

Eoetry: 

* 

Take Down the Fiddle, Karl 

Early Discoverie s 

At the Nature-Strip 

Feliks Skrzynecki 

Eve-Song 

Because 

Prize-giving 

* 

South Country 

The Death of the Bird 

The Brown Snake 

* 
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Kenneth Slessor 

A.D. Hope 

Douglas Stewart 

Rodney Hall The Two Staircases of Consummation 

novels: 

Ruth Park 

George Johnston 

short stories: 

Frank Moorhouse 

Swords and Crowns and Ring s 

A Cart Load of Clay 

Fut i li t y and Ot her Animals 

Note : All the poems menti oned above are to found in 

The Collins Book of Aust~alian ?~et r v edi ted 

by ?codne y Hall, 1931 . 

~a • l• IIII ~ ,,; , , , , , ~ .;>-,,v ,-, 'J , • • 'r • , r ',.. • " f ,. 'J •;, ,: 1111.1 47 U ·-·••ti& 
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